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Abstract 
 

All human l ife is  dependent on fresh water and activities related to monitoring i ts availability have 
become crucial for financial and survival reasons. Most rivers are being constantly investigated today 
by both the private and public sector using various means. In advanced countries, the researches cover 
extensively the riverbed in order to fully assess its topography. However, there are quite often cases 
where the data collected are disorderly scarce, resulting in questionable assumptions and interpolated 
predictions.  

The pu rpose o f this thesis i s t o pr ovide a  ne w m ethod f or reconstructing t he riverbed topography 
when data a re scarce, so  a s t o achieve b etter results than the o nes co nventional methods cu rrently 
give. T he chosen course of action involves a  combination of the datasets outputted by a simplified 
physics-based model and spatial interpolation of the available scarce topography data.  

The su rrounding r esearch involves n umerous a spects o f m athematics, p hysics and sp atial analysis, 
which together are called in to provide a complete solution to an existing problem. The focus lies on 
meandering alluvial rivers, whose planform style is the most common in human-populated river basin 
areas. Three rivers of different extent and interest are explored, namely the Danube (Romanian area), 
IJssel ( Netherlands) an d K ootenai (United S tates). The s tudy cas es c omprise river ar eas ex tracted 
from each of them, in order to focus on bends and mildly widening or narrowing parts of the rivers. 

The final outcome of this Master Graduation Thesis project was achieved through literature research, 
exploration and implementation of  ideas and scientific methods, made possible through cooperation 
with the Deltares independent institute for applied research. The proposed method combines scarce 
riverbed topography data with the basics of river morphology and spatial interpolation techniques to 
come t o a  new m ethod that a chieves a  r esult o f h igher v alue in the c omplex f ield of  r iver a nd 
geomatics engineering. The method is further assessed and evaluated and will ideally be incorporated 
in the Rapid Assessment Tool for Inland Navigation (RAT-IN) which is currently under development 
at Deltares. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

It i s a  c ommon case t hat r iver b athymetry d ata a re l imited d ue to the w ay t hey ar e collected. 
Subsequent interpolation methods applied do not provide an accurate representation of the riverbed in 
such cases, therefore physical or computational models are used, with the need for expert assessment. 
This p rocess is u sually h ighly tim e-consuming an d al so d oes n ot take f ull ad vantage o f any 
knowledge acquired from the collected data. 

In this thesis, a co mplete method f or combining a physics-based model and spatial interpolation 
results i s p roposed a s a  solution to the a bove pr oblem. The first chapter provides the m otivation 
(§1.1), formulates the problem (§1.2) and relates it to the field of Geomatics (§1.3). The scope (§1.4) 
and r esearch objectives (§1.5) a re stated, along with t he r esearch q uestions (§1.6) that govern t he 
process described. Finally, the outline of the remainder of the document is presented in §1.7. 

1.1 Motivation 

It h as al ways b een c ommon p ractice f or p eople to i nhabit p laces w ith cl ose access t o f resh w ater. 
Today nearly 50% of the global population lives closer than 3 k m to surface fresh water [Kummu et 
al. 2011], mainly including rivers and streams. Furthermore, the economic viability and 
competitiveness of ports has a lifeline link to the waterway network, which mainly comprises rivers. 
Therefore, r iver m onitoring i s of  utmost importance f or flood s afety, w ater availability a nd s afe 
navigation of ships, the latter of which can be compromised by the natural behaviour of rivers to form 
shoals and sharp bends. To t his extent, the r iverbed morphology and topography needs t o be well-
updated regularly to provide reliable information. 

Unfortunately, bathymetric river data usually do not cover the whole channel bed in order to allow for 
its p recise d epiction, b ut are instead limited a nd scarcely sp read. To m ediate t he lack of d ata, 
interpolation methods are applied, which, depending on t he data available, can be highly inaccurate 
[Merwade 200 9]. Their output can  b e ex tremely sm oothed-out a nd i n cases, the o verall r esult 
dissuades their extended use. 

Therefore, physics-based models and flow dynamics are sometimes called in, in order to reach a more 
natural riverbed topography representation. However, these models can be difficult to formulate, they 
are subject to a number of pre-defined conditions and in the case of Computational Fluid Dynamics 
(CFD) they require large computational times and power. 

In situations where a more expert assessment is required, the ultimate solution is manual interpolation. 
Experts in r iver morphology c an pr ovide a g raceful insight on w hat i s e xpected behaviour in r iver 
channels a nd t ogether w ith whatever l imited d ata are available, they can  co me cl ose t o a r eal 
representation of the riverbed. As it is obvious though, this procedure is time-consuming and bad on 
managing human resources. 
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Considering the above issues, an automatized method that can make use of such limited data and also 
“fill in the gaps” by applying the physical aspects of river morphology in a r apid assessment of the 
riverbed topography is a wanted advancement towards solving this data scarcity problem. 

1.2 Problem Statement 

A variety of numerical modelling efforts related to hydrodynamics, sediment transport, vegetation and 
geomorphic analyses r equire an a ccurate r epresentation o f riverbed topography. H owever, t he 
applicability of the numerical models can be impaired due to the low availability of bathymetric data. 
Many r easons m ay p ose a h indrance for a cquiring f ull riverbed coverage, a mong t hose be ing l ow 
funding, river accessibility, crew and equipment unavailability and even the dynamic environment of 
rivers itself, which is constantly changing. Therefore, river data collection usually results in l imited 
information, upon w hich i nterpolation t echniques ne ed to be  applied t o a cquire an ov erall 
representation. 

A number o f spatial interpolation methods are available, like Inverse Distance Weighting, Kriging, 
Spline a nd o thers. I t ha s been p roven [Merwade e t a l. 200 6] that t ransforming the da ta t o a  f low-
oriented c oordinate system a nd a pplying a nisotropic s patial interpolation techniques ou tperforms 
significantly isotropic ones in both the Cartesian and flow-oriented coordinate systems. 

This procedure however is only suitable if the data points gathered are relatively dense, closely-spread 
or r egularly s parse. O n t he ot her ha nd, if on ly s carcely-spread d ata ar e available, su ch t echniques 
cannot be directly applied, since they result in wrong predictions about bed topography in river bends 
and where the river widens or narrows. Furthermore, they may smooth out crucial bed formations or 
result in solutions governed by noise. 

Such scarce data are c ommon t o be  or iginating f rom f or e xample s ingle-beam e cho s ounder da ta, 
mainly gathered along a vessel’s trajectory (“trackline”) or expeditions on chosen cross-sections. The 
difficulty of the problem is to couple the physics of the river morphology with a spatial interpolation 
technique that can be applied upon such scarce datasets. 

1.3 Relevance to Geomatics 

Geomatics E ngineering i s t he s cience a nd s tudy c oncerned w ith t he c ollection, m anipulation a nd 
presentation of  t he na tural, s ocial a nd e conomic geography of  na tural a nd bui lt e nvironments 
[Lemmens 2011]. G eographical information p lays a n im portant r ole in  a ctivities s uch a s 
environmental monitoring, management of land and marine resources, and real-estate transactions. In 
such manner, river data contain geographical information that, depending on the application, can be of 
high interest. 

An accurate representation of the riverbed topography can be  vital in a  wide range of  applications, 
including s tudies w hich relate to  m onitoring a nd in vestigating rivers f or f lood safety, water 
availability, n avigability a nd dredging. Developing a  w ay of  e xtracting us eful i nformation f rom 
limited r esources an d c reating n ew k nowledge i s o ne o f t he m ain act ions p erformed w ithin the 
multidisciplinary f ield of Geomatics. Extending this procedure to an automatized process that helps 
the researcher or general user and provides a faster result is also a golden goal to aim at. 
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1.4 Thesis Scope 

The focus of this project is on the implementation and assessment of a method that couples a spatial 
interpolation t echnique t ogether w ith t he i mpact o f phy sics i n riverbed morphology i n or der t o 
provide an acceptable solution when collected data are scarce. River bathymetry data come in many 
forms, but the wording of ‘scarce’ in the current context is defined as data insufficient to provide a 
very good estimation for the riverbed topography. These data may be single-beam tracklines derived 
from s hip t rajectories c ollected in  a  ‘zig-zag’ pa ttern, or  e ven c ross-sections collected a t a reas o f 
interest [Figure 1.1]. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Scarce single-beam echo-sounder data. Cross-sections are formed when data are collected transversely of 
the river’s direction. “Trackline” data follow trajectories of the ships a long a  r iver (Danube River, Romania. Bing 
maps, 2015). 

The river areas of special interest are defined as single river channel bends and parts where the river 
narrows o r w idens w ithout s udden c hanges. The aim o f this ch oice i s t o ex amine t he ab ility o f an  
algorithm to predict the areas of small water depth (point bars) and the bathymetry in general. The 
type of rivers examined in this context is meandering alluvial rivers without extreme natural impacts 
or human interventions ( i.e. waterfalls, b ig d ischarge, i slands, b ifurcations, d ams etc.). M eandering 
rivers are chosen as they are the most common planform type of r ivers in populated areas [Crosato 
2008], therefore in t he w ider social co ntext ar e o f a g reater i mportance. The m ethod c ould be 
extended to include bifurcation cases; however, that would require further implementation in terms of 
grid al ignment, space tessellation, data averaging and a  r e-established physics-based model. Hence, 
bifurcations are considered out of scope.  

The governing theory applied [Crosato 2008] allows as a first relaxation to the non-linear equations 
that de fine the w ater f low a  z ero-order a pproximation und er the a ssumption of a n i nfinitely l ong 
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straight ch annel. T his b asically assu mes t hat t he f low cr oss-section r emains c onstant, p roviding a  
basis for t he riverbed level o f a  m ildly va rying i n width c hannel. F urthermore, a s a  rule for t he 
prediction of bed topography in river bends, the axi-symmetric solution of the derived equations can 
be es timated as suming mildly cu rved ch annels. O ther p hysics-based models [ Frascati &  L anzoni 
2013] make more detailed assumptions about the impact of varying widths in rivers, but due to their 
complexity an d t he g eneral am biguity o f w here r iver banks ar e r eally si tuated, they ar e n ot 
considered. F urthermore, out of  scope a re a ny phy sics r elated to ba nk e rosion/failure (bank 
accretion/advance), vegetation and floods. In order to deal with the presence of river banks, a simpler 
static geometrical profile is assumed. 

Within the thesis scope, a number of existing spatial interpolation techniques are considered, through 
which the final algorithm is made possible and to which it is compared. Currently, the most notable 
ones a re E lliptical I nverse D istance W eighting ( EIDW) [ Merwade e t al . 20 06] and a nisotropic 
ordinary kr iging [ Eriksson & Si ska, 2000 ]. However, t he latter one  is shown to pr oduce e rroneous 
results when available data are scarce. In addition, state of the art techniques such as t hose used by 
GIS software cannot be implemented, but can only be used for assessment and comparisons. From the 
ones i mplemented, the be st pe rforming one  i s us ed f or t he d efinite c omparison w ith t he pr oposed 
method. Ideally, t he river a reas w ould be  a ble to be s egmented i n pa rts, e valuated as t o their 
geometrical and physical properties and the data available and the best spatial interpolation method 
would be  c hosen for each seg ment. T his h owever e xtends beyond t he scope of  t he thesis i nto a 
separate field of research. The proposed method can nevertheless be used in a s cheme that includes 
the aforementioned partitioning and evaluation. By this decision, the partitioning of the river areas is 
not o f s ignificance a nd as such, any k ind of  e ffort f or c lassification a nd s emantics o f r ivers i s 
considered out of scope as well. 

The evaluation is made in a t rilateral sense. In hard numerical terms, the use of a Root Mean Square 
Error (R MSE) e valuator a llows to c ompare a  ‘g round-truth’ a nd a  d erived ‘ test’ da taset for the 
combined method f or e ach c ase. F urthermore, for a  visual inspection, Error Maps a re pr esented t o 
qualitatively asse ss t he r esults in p ictures. F inally, t he t ransverse sl ope o f t he h alf-width a long the 
centerline o f the r iver is i nvestigated, in o rder to r eceive a  more c enter-targeted ev aluation o f t he 
results. 

The implementation an d asses sment o f al l p rocesses w ere f ully d eveloped as P ython co de, 
maintaining an open-source friendly profile. The classes, modules and scripts can be further assessed 
to be  i ncorporated i nto t he R apid A ssessment T ool for I nland N avigation ( RAT-IN). T his to ol is  
currently i n d evelopment at D eltares [Institute; D eltares] a nd a ims t o “rapidly a ssess a r iver’s 
suitability f or inland nav igation ba sed on state-of-the-art s cientific k nowledge and f reely av ailable 
data sources”. Therefore, t he main application field for the pr oposed method i s t he navigability o f 
channels that fit into the above scope description. 

In terms of efficiency, the proposed method aims to provide a tool for the researcher or the general 
user to aid him or her in research and greatly reduce the time required compared to what it would be if 
the same process was performed manually. However, techniques for computational efficiency such as 
parallelization (multi-core computing), efficient storage and accessing of datasets, data structures for 
efficient pe rformance o f e ach interpolation m ethod and t he evaluation by  c omputational time a re 
excluded from this research, since they l ie more in the optimization of the method than the method 
itself. 
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1.5 Objectives 

To set the covered issues into perspective, the objectives of the thesis need to be defined. These range 
from hard requirements that are intertwined with the thesis purpose to intermediate goals that were 
required to be completed in order to reach the final result.  

Therefore, the hard requirements are as stated: 

• Develop a method for combining a spatial interpolation technique with the physical impacts 
of riverbed morphology. 

• Consider t he z ero-order a pproximation o f w ater f low a nd axi-symmetric so lutions o f b ed 
topography in river bends. 

• Describe data in a flow-oriented coordinate system. 

The first two are inter-connected towards the completion of the project, while the third allows for 
a better final result. 

High-priority objectives are considered the following: 

• Define ground-truth and test datasets. 
• Compare results with other spatial interpolation methods for evaluation. 
• Provide a ‘goodness-of-fit’ model for evaluation. 
• Incorporate final method into the RAT-IN tool. 

The above are fully covered at the completion of the project, except the last one, which requires 
an extra assessment by the party interested (Deltares). The current status is to extend the RAT-IN 
tool with further features and options before release. 

Further aims needed for completion of the project are: 

• Create a way of obtaining a curvilinear grid upon which the data are projected. 
• Propose a way for representing the raw data on the grid. 
• Acquire r ealistic hy drographical/geometric values t hat r elate t o t he chosen rivers. T hese 

values are numbers related to parameters required in order to use the equations of the physics-
based model. These include discharge, mean grain size, slope, widths and other coefficients. 

The latter three aims are desired research, closely related to the topic and are resolved within the 
overall p rocedure. H owever, t hese o bjectives a re n ot t he co re o f this thesis and as such t he 
solutions proposed are not definite, complete or necessarily the best ones. 

The o bjectives l isted a bove cl early d efine t he implementation a ims o f th e th esis, b ut to wards th e 
resulting outcome, a number of  additional procedures are considered without naming t hem here. 
These can nevertheless be important to the completion process, yet not strictly defined as objectives. 
This is  due t o the f act th at th eir functional use do es not  a ffect the m ethodology a nd they c an be 
achieved in a variety of ways. 

1.6 Research Questions 

The main research question that directed the progress of this thesis is the following:  
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 “How can a spatial interpolation method be coupled with river morphology physics 
in order to approximate better* the riverbed topography when input data are 
scarce**?” 

*: B y t he notion of  ‘ better’ a  n umerical form o f assessing q uality ( in ex ample, Root Mean S quare 
Error) or other form of quality flag evaluation is meant. The comparison is made to existing spatial 
interpolation methods, which are chosen in terms of state-of-the-art and relation to the topic. 

**: T he t erm ‘scarce’ i s related ba ck to the or igins of  t he p roblem, w hich as de scribed i n §1.4 , 
includes ‘trackline’ data or simple cross-sectional data. 

In a ddition t o t he g overning r esearch que stion, a n umber of  issues w ill b e a ddressed, t o pr ovide 
completeness on the project’s results: 

1. What is an objective function to measure ‘goodness-of-fit’ of the method? 
 

2. What coordinate system allows for better predictions on riverbed topography? 
 

3. How much of the full data can be thinned out and still have a successful outcome? 

The a bove que stions a re a nswered w ith t he de livery of  t he s olution a nd t he e xperimental r esults. 
Further research can be performed to cover a wider extent of each question and to ultimately arrive at 
a deeper understanding of the problem field. 

1.7 Thesis Outline 

The structure of the remainder of the thesis is as follows: 

 Chapter 2 provides t he reader with the related work that encompasses t he thesis scope and 
implementation. T he approximations taken into a ccount related to riverbed m orphology 
physics are p resented a long w ith an  o verview o f sp atial interpolation m ethods and r elated 
literature. 

 Chapter 3 covers the methodology followed in the thesis and gives insight on the concept of 
the proposed method. 

 Chapter 4 presents the actual approach and implementation procedure for every step of  the 
methodology. The issues related to successfully complete each step of the process are covered 
along with the overall process pipeline. One of the study cases is chosen as the example that 
follows the whole procedure. 

 Chapter 5 features selected final results and through a discussion compares them to a range of 
outputs from a variety of different study cases. Also, the e valuation and the m ethods of 
assessment are discussed. 

 Chapter 6 finishes with conclusions, recommendations and future work that can be  done  to 
advance the field. 

Additionally, t hree A ppendices s upplement t his thesis. These c oncern t he c onstruction of  t he r iver 
polygon c enterline ( Appendix A ), t he a ggregation of  t he poi nt data on the g rid ( Appendix B ) a nd 
additional results not presented in the body of the thesis (Appendix C). 
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2 Related Work 
 

 

The relevant concepts and theories encompassing the field of the study subject can be considered as 
vast, complex and developing. Much of the information related to the river environment still lie in the 
theoretical s cope an d f ew p hysics-based models cu rrently acco unt f or f actors r elated to r iver 
morphology. Nevertheless, the last decade has allowed for better representations of the river dynamics 
using 2D and 3D models (unstructured nested grid in SSIIM by [Olsen 2003], the morphodynamic 
model of Delft3D by [Lesser et al. 2004], meander migration model MIANDRAS by [Crosato 2008]), 
which also unlocked hidden areas of research. 

Riverbed topography i s still s ubject to n umerous influences, w hich even i f t hey ar e p artially 
accounted f or in numerical modelling may result i n wrong predictions. T his is due to i nsubstantial 
data, variable information or physical effects not yet incorporated in the models. As a best practice for 
the s cope of t his r esearch a nd f or producing a n a cceptable ou tcome, i s assuming a pproximations 
related to the flow, sediment transportation and bank migration. These approximations are based upon 
the research performed in [Crosato 2008]. 

Spatial interpolation techniques are a lso widely explored in general, with varying results depending 
on the application. For the study field of riverbed topography, only few consider the case of limited 
datasets, in o rder t o i ncorporate r ules d eriving f rom riverbed morphology. T herefore, s cientific 
interest lies in accomplishing a successful coupling of interpolation algorithms together with specifics 
of the physical impacts that may be present. In theory, the more general cases can be extended with 
additional rules. H owever, t he c hoice o f t he sp atial i nterpolation technique i s a lways v ital to w hat 
results the fused method yields. 

Other than the main focus of the thesis, a number of processes require some sort of theoretical basis in 
order to reach a well-produced result. These processes can be achieved in a number of ways, but they 
are indeed important for completion. Procedures like centerline and grid construction, averaging data 
on the grid and smoothing are structural components towards realizing a full implementation of the 
method proposed. Furthermore, the evaluation that follows the implementation is also based upon past 
research, theory and practices. 

In t his chapter, the l iterature research is reported t ogether w ith a ny ot her ba ckground i nformation 
related (§2.1). S patial i nterpolation t echniques a re mentioned a nd t he m ost promising choices ar e 
presented (§2.2). Furthermore, the basis of the additional processes performed for the completion of 
the project is also made known (§2.3). The chapter closes with a conclusion of the prior parts (§2.4). 

2.1 River Physics Framework 

As a n atural flowing watercourse, rivers are a result of numerous and even chaotic natural processes 
[Frascati & Lanzoni 2010 ]. In order to derive some knowledge about their c reation, migration and 
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stability, researchers tend to examine them according to the direction of the main water f low or its 
vertical. S ince they ar e a lso analysed in a  th ree-dimensional sp ace, t hese directions are u sually 
clarified as the longitudinal direction of the water flow or the major axis and the transverse direction. 
Transverse “slices” of the river form its cross-sections, which are often used for understanding better 
the behaviour of riverbed topography and the geometrical parameters that define it, such as the water 
flow area, the channel and bankfull width, the wetted perimeter and the hydraulic radius [Figure 2.1]. 
In meandering rivers, they are all of high importance since they make up most of the values used for 
modelling the bathymetry alongside the hydrographical parameters. 

 

Figure 2.1. River cross-section and measurements (non-commercial use: www.i-study.co.uk). 

A river channel’s actual widths are quite ambiguous because they depend on the water levels which 
are rising a nd f alling, mainly i nfluenced by  floods that may be present during a w ater y ear. Of 
significance is the bankfull width, which defines the borders for which if the flow rises above them, 
the water en ters t he act ive (topographic) floodplain [ Figure 2.2]. The g reater a mount of  m aterial 
transported over time i n general is a chieved at bankfull f low, forming and maintaining the channel 
shape with an effective discharge [Leopold 1994]. In meandering rivers, changes on the bed level and 
the impacts of bank erosion and accretion influence the cross-sectional channel width [Parker 1978, 
Mosselman 199 2, A llmendiger e t al . 2005 ]. A ssuming however, a c ounter-balance of  e rosion a nd 
accretion between opposite banks, an equilibrium bankfull width can be considered as correct 
representation of the river. 

 

Figure 2.2. River cross-section with bankfull width and active (topographic) floodplain (non-commercial use: 
http://www.usda.gov/stream_restoration). 
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To f urther this eq uilibrium b asis, o nly r ivers o f mild cu rvature ar e r eviewed so  t hat t here ar e l ess 
instability issues. To define this, the curvature ratio (γ) can quantify a b end’s sharpness. The ratio is 
equal to the bankfull channel width (B) d ivided by the radius of curvature of the channel centreline 
(Rc): 

𝛾𝛾 =  
𝐵𝐵
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐

 
 

(Eq. 2.1) 
 
Rc is a varying measure that equals to the distances from the centers of the tangent-fitted circles to the 
centerline p oints [ Figure 2.3]. I t can  be u sed as a  f irst ev aluation f or ch annel s tability, si nce l arge 
values signify a stable channel and small values forecast temporal changes [Bagnold 1960]. In respect 
to the curvature ratio, mildly curved channels display a value of γ with an order of magnitude 0.1 or 
smaller, w hereas s harper bends have one  of  1 [Crosato 2008 ]. T he behaviour of hi ghly c urved 
meandering rivers exceeds the scope of this thesis, since considerations about cutoffs and influence of 
vegetation should be taken.  

 

 

Figure 2.3. Radius of curvature of channel centerline. 

 

Various important past attempts have been made to describe the behaviour of river meanders [Ikeda et 
al. 1 981, O lesen 1984, St ruiksma e t al. 1985 ]. I n a lluvial rivers sediment i s transported b ut a lso 
deposited mostly in the inner side of bends, forming the so called point bars. Their presence, together 
with e rosion on the o uter bend, d ictates t he shape o f cr oss-sections. In greater d etail, i n a st raight 
reach the cross-section tends to keep a more or less rectangular shape [Figure 2.4, section B]. On the 
other hand, in a bend, deeper pools are formed close to the outer bank and the shallower parts are by 
the i nner bank d ue t o t he p oint b ars ef fectively sh aping t he cr oss-section i nto an a lmost t riangular 
form [ Figure 2.4, s ections A  an d C ]. D epending o n t he m eandering r iver’s c onsecutive b ends an d 
their sharpness, the l ine o f maximum depth cal led t he thalweg goes f rom ba nk t o ba nk and in t he 
straight r eaches through their m iddle a rea, changing sides w hen the curvature changes s ign. 
Therefore, computation of the curvature can dictate on which side the pools may form. 
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Figure 2.4. Typical river cross-sections along the longitudinal direction [Crosato 2008]. 

 

To support these cross-sectional profiles, a number of analytical equations have been derived by the 
deeper e xamination a nd b reakdown of  t he phy sical effects taking pl ace. P rimarily, m orphological 
changes n eed to take i nto account t he s ediment ba lance equation, b ased on  the E xner pr inciple o f 
mass conservation [ Crosato 2 012]. A ssuming a  t ime in terval infinitely s mall, th e law of m ass 
conservation for sediment dictates that the amount of t ransported sediment increases when the flow 
velocity increases. Thus, the Exner principle states that erosion occurs in areas of accelerating f low 
and sedimentation in areas of decelerating flow [Figure 2.5]. However, the flow velocities are difficult 
to be measured and usually data regarding t hem are inexistent. Assuming a constant discharge, t he 
same effect can be attributed to areas of widening and narrowing parts of the river, where flows are 
respectively decreasing and increasing. 

 
Figure 2.5. Erosion and sedimentation according to Exner’s principle [Crosato 2012]. 

 

The d ifficulty in  d efining th e v elocities a lso y ields from th e n ature o f the w ater f low. I n i ts full 
description, th e water f low within a  channel is  th ree-dimensional. Modelling of t he f low field has 
been attempted in [Kalkwijk & De Vriend 1980], but for wide open channel bends of mild curvature. 
For s uch a ssumptions, t he shallow w ater a pproximations hol d, de rived f rom t he N avier-Stokes 
equations [Navier 1822 ] and depth-averaged o ver a s teady flow f or a c urvilinear system i n s 
(streamwise), n (transverse) and z (vertical) directions [Olesen 1987, Mosselman 1992] [Figure 2.6]. 
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Figure 2.6. Cross-section of river bend in front, w ith 3D perspective behind. Coordinate system w ith s  longitudinal 
coordinate as curvilinear and cross-stream and vertical coordinates n and z orthogonal [Crosato 2008]. 

 

As described in [Ottevanger 2013], a streamwise (vs) and a spanwise (vn) velocity govern the 3D (real) 
water f low [ Figure 2.7]. The s treamwise v elocity can  b e ap proximated b y i ts d epth-averaged 
longitudinal components (Us). The spanwise velocity is subdivided to the depth-averaged cross flow 
and the vertical deviations from it, which form the secondary flow (v*

n,vz) [De Vriend 1981]. 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Schematized bend flow [Ottevanger, 2013]. 
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In a r iver bend, higher velocity chutes direct towards the outside of the meander bend. Additionally, 
the surface o f the w ater t here i s s lightly h igher ( superelevation) be cause o f the m omentum a nd 
acceleration of the f low, similarly to the centrifugal acceleration [Einstein 1926]. Subsequently, the 
flow is forced down and returns towards the inside of the meander bend resulting in the center-region 
cell of  the s econdary f low. T he outer-bank c ell i s o f l esser i nfluence, bor n due t o i nstability a nd 
turbulence anisotropy, slightly amplified by the center-region cell’s motion [Blanckaert & De Vriend 
2004]. 

The i ntensity o f t he s econdary f low increases w ith l arger cu rvature i n r iver b ends. The r esulting 
helical flow [Figure 2.8] affects the bed shear stress [Koch & Flokstra 1980] and is therefore taken 
under c onsideration i n t he s implified f orm of  a  w eight c oefficient A [Jansen e t a l. 1 979]. T his 
coefficient i s usually e ither s et e mpirically or  ne eds t o be  calibrated f or us e i n t he physics-based 
bathymetry model. 

 

Figure 2.8. Helical flow in a mildly-curved river bend and small width-to-depth ratio [Crosato 2008]. 

 

The flow f ield c an be  de rived by a ssuming de pth-averaged st eady-state c ontinuity a nd momentum 
equations for shallow water. Bed shear stress in a curved channel relates to the depth-averaged flow 
velocity through the Chézy relation [Struiksma & Crosato 1989]. By l inearization of  the governing 
equations, a zero-order s olution to the momentum and continuity equations provides the bed 
topography for a uniform flow in a straight and infinitely long channel, as follows: 

     ℎ𝑐𝑐 =  � 𝑄𝑄
𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶 √𝑖𝑖

�
2
3     (Eq. 2.2) 

where: 

ℎ𝑐𝑐 - water depth at the centerline [m] 
Q - the river discharge [m3/s] 
B - the width [m] 
C - the Chézy roughness [m1/2/s] 
i - the river (longitudinal) slope [-] 
 

Equation 2.2 describes a reference condition, which defines the “tendency” of the system. In this case, 
the tendency r elates to a first water depth level, which is a ssumed a long the centreline. Non-linear 
effects, like the change in curvature, can form further adjustments from this approximation. The way 
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river bends can affect the bed level, which can also be estimated by an axi-symmetric solution of the 
equations. In infinitely long bends with constant radius of curvature and discharge, the water flow is 
constant on the longitudinal. For impermeable banks, the sediment transport on the transverse is zero. 
Similarly, the depth-averaged transverse velocity is also zero. Assuming mildly-curved channels, the 
water depth variations by the axi-symmetric solution are given by: 

     ℎ(𝑛𝑛) =  ℎ𝑐𝑐  𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓(𝜃𝜃) 𝑛𝑛 / 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐        (Eq. 2.3) 

where: 

h - water depth along n [m] 
A - coefficient weighing the influence of the helical flow 
f(θ) - weighing function 
n - coordinate orthogonal to the streamline [m] 
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐 - radius of curvature [m] 

 

Further defined: 

𝐴𝐴 =  2 𝑎𝑎
𝜅𝜅2

 �1 −  √𝑔𝑔
𝜅𝜅 𝐶𝐶
�     (Eq. 2.4, from Jansen et al. 1979) 

and  

𝑓𝑓(𝜃𝜃) = 0.85
𝐸𝐸

 √𝜃𝜃        (Eq. 2.5, from Zimmerman & Kennedy 1978) 

where: 

a - calibration coefficient [-] 
κ - von Karman constant (≈0.44) 
g - gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 
θ - shields parameter [-] 
E - calibration coefficient 

 

The last two parameters are as such: 

𝜃𝜃 = 𝑢𝑢2+ 𝑣𝑣2

𝐶𝐶2 ∆ 𝐷𝐷50
      (Eq. 2.6, derived from Shields 1936) 

 and 

𝐸𝐸 = 0.0944 � ℎ
𝐷𝐷50
�
0.3

    (Eq. 2.7, empirical from Talmon et al. 1995) 

where: 

u, v - velocity in streamwise and transverse directions [m/s] 
𝐷𝐷50 - mean grain size diameter [m] 
∆ =  𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠− 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤

𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤
 - relative density (𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠,𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤- sediment and water densities, kg/m3) 
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The above equations form the theoretical basis for the model used to compute the bathymetry without 
making use of any collected data. The full analysis of the equations and derivations can be found in 
[Crosato 2008]. In c ontrast to the a ssumptions m entioned above, in the i mplementation pa rt t he 
variations of the width and curvature in the chosen river parts are still considered, violating some of 
the t heoretical aspects. H owever, t his c hoice allows for m ore a ccurate local d epictions o f t he b ed 
topography. The hydrographical parameters required are also difficult to be exact and in a practical 
scenario they should be varying along both directions of the flow. In that sense, the geometry of the 
river bends can be more precise and help acquire these variations.  

2.2 Spatial Interpolation Methods and Considerations 

For c omputational g eometry a s w ell a s m aths, i nterpolation h as been a  c ommon f ield o f active 
research. With the advance of  earth sciences further knowledge has been brought forth to deal with 
the n eed f or p redicting d ata su ch as elevation, temperature, p recipitation and s oil data. A  be tter 
adjective t o r efer to those i nterpolation m ethods d ealing w ith g eographic information is spatial 
interpolation methods. Assuming a d iscretised area, spatial interpolation is the process of estimating 
values of properties at unsampled sites within the area covered by existing observations by using them 
as a weighted measure. In most cases, the unsampled locations greatly outnumber the sampled ones. 

The main divide between spatial interpolation techniques in t wo dimensions categorizes t hem to 
deterministic and geostatistical methods. D eterministic i nterpolation techniques c an a pproximate a  
surface based on a g iven smaller se t o f p oint values. T he method is d riven b y either the ex tent of 
similarity or the degree of smoothing. Geostatistical techniques on the other side calculate the spatial 
autocorrelation of the given points, accounting for the way they are configured around the area that 
needs to be interpolated. 

In t he f ield of  river research, a  num ber o f s patial interpolation t echniques a re already ex tensively 
explored like I nverse D istance Weighting ( IDW) [ Philip &  W atson 1982], K riging [Oliver 1990 ], 
Natural Neighbour [Watson & Philip 1987] and Spline methods [Franke 1982, Wahba 1990]. Digital 
Elevation Models (DEMs) i n hydrology (raster o r Triangulated Irregular Network - TIN) often use 
them where topographic variations are small, like for example for watershed delineation, but fail in 
river c hannel bed t opography. In si mpler case s w here t he n eed f or accu racy i s n ot g reat, Linear 
interpolation on  t he l ongitudinal d irection c an be  s ubstantive f or c overing s pecific unknown a reas 
with full values.  

To narrow down the interest that can lie on each of these methods, some spatial considerations need to 
be taken into account related to the thesis scope. Firstly, the known data points are given in “clusters” 
of da ta, having a  pa ttern s tructure o f e ither cross-sections o r ship tracklines. Furthermore, t he d ata 
sampled are considered scarce, thus the areas of uncovered data may be vast in comparison to the data 
collected. Consequently, a geostatistical method will be severely compromised by data unavailability, 
its predictions being influenced by too far apart measured points that seem to have a greater 
correlation than closer ones because of the shape of the riverbed. 

As an example, a Kriging system is bound t o yield a high covariance around the clustered areas and 
low f urther from t hem. C onstructing a s emivariogram f rom scar ce d ata to g uide the p rocess is 
considered of little use, as it will mainly display a periodic pattern due to the similarity of points in the 
same longitudinal. As such, the results are governed by noise and most unknown values will result 
around the expected mean [Figure 2.9]. 
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Figure 2.9. Kriging example w ith l imited result for scarce data (Python). The periodic effect on the semivariogram 
relates t o t he f act t hat s ome l ocations t hat ar e f ar ap art d isplay much h igher s imilarity i n b ed t opography t han 
locations that are close (i.e. points close river banks). 

 

 

Figure 2.10. N atural N eighbour ex ample on a  cr oss-section ( detail, f low-oriented coordinate s ystem, Python). R ed 
dots s ignify r iver polygon vertices, bl ue d ots are t he s ampled po int l ocations. (a) Original Voronoi t essellation, (b) 
Single unsampled point inserted and change in Voronoi tessellation, (c) Overall local interpolated result. 
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For different reasons, deterministic methods may also fail. In the case of Natural Neighbour [Sibson 
1981] a Voronoi tessellation dictates the neighbours in between the sampled points. Each unsampled 
point i s inserted in t he se t an d i t r eceives a w eight based o n t he ar ea i t “ steals aw ay” f rom eac h 
sampled point of the original tessellation. The overall result in a case where there are scarce data can 
be disappointing. The problem can be displayed easier when cross-sectional data are present [Figure 
2.10]. The inserted points receive weights from all the sampled points in between two cross-sections 
resulting in a b ig averaging of values further away from them. This “smudging” effect fails to grasp 
the riverbed topography shape, even more so than a simple linear interpolation. A similar display also 
appears when the available data are in trackline shape. 

On the other hand, Thin Plate Splines (TPS) interpolation may overestimate depth values and assume 
wrong predictions. The name itself refers to the analogy of a thin sheet of metal bending to cover the 
interpolated a rea while passing exactly through the sampled points. A natural representation can be 
formed by a Radial Basis Function (RBF), which defines a spatial mapping for each location in space. 
However, in the special case of scarce datasets, such interpolation displays problems in the areas with 
poor sampling due to the ‘warping’ effect they pose [Figure 2.11]. 

 

Figure 2.11. Thin plate spline (with Radial Basis Function) example (detail, Python). Left: trackline sampled points, 
Right: interpolated result. Great variations appear where data is not sampled. 

 

Of hi gher importance i s that t he m orphology of  r iver c hannel be ds i s anisotropic, since t he 
bathymetric v ariability i s greater t raverse t o the flow t han a long i t. Therefore, c onsidering a  f low-
oriented coordinate system is a necessity to pursue a finer resulting interpolation. Towards this goal, 
in [Merwade et al. 2006] such a system is assumed and by evaluating different interpolation methods, 
it i s s hown to outperform the C artesian c oordinate s ystem. S imilar f indings ar e portrayed i n o ther 
researches [Goff et al. 2004, Osting 2004]. Partial consideration of this is taken also in [Burroughes et 
al. 2001], who developed a Zonal IDW (ZIDW) approach to deal with estuarine bathymetry. For these 
reasons, i nterpolation m ethods l ike E lliptical I nverse D istance Weighting ( EIDW) h ave a h igher 
interest to the covered topic. 

EIDW is similar in sense with the IDW, taking advantage of the anisotropic nature of a river channel. 
IDW is based on the assumption that a point’s whose depth value is unknown can be approximated by 
the weighted average of the values of the known points. If a global interpolator is used, all the known 
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points’ values are taken into account. A local interpolator however uses only a subset of them within a 
circular neighbourhood [Figure 2.12(a)]. This neighbourhood’s radius either is predefined or varies in 
order to include a specific number of closest known points. The equation governing the IDW method 
is as follows: 

𝑧𝑧𝑐𝑐 =  �𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 ∗  𝑧𝑧𝑖𝑖

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1

 

 

 
(Eq. 2.8)   

where: 
zc : the value to estimate 
N : number of points to average 
zi : the sampled points to take into account 
wi : the weights for each sampled point, which are given by: 

 

𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 =  

1
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑝𝑝

∑ 1
𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖
𝑝𝑝

𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

 

 

 
 

(Eq. 2.9)   

where: 

di : distances between sampled – unsampled points 
p: power exponent 

 

The power exponent noted above denotes the significance of the surrounding points. A higher power 
is u sed w hen the f urther away p oints a re o f less i mportance an d t he c losest p oints h old a g reater 
significance. Typical values are 2 or 3, but they can be higher in special cases. 

Instead o f a ssigning ci rcular neighbourhoods around t he uns ampled poi nts, in E IDW t he 
neighbourhoods are el lipses [Figure 2.12(b)]. F urther a part po ints a long a  de fined di rection ho ld a 
greater importance, which applies in the case of rivers along the direction of the flow. To model this 
behaviour, the data points can be transformed to a curvilinear system of (s,n) coordinates [Fukoka et 
al., 1973; Holley et al., 1986] as described in the river physics framework (§2.1). 

 

Figure 2.12. (a) IDW with circular neighbourhood, (b) EIDW with elliptical neighbourhood, with a as the major axis 
and b as the minor axis [Merwade et al. 2006]. 
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After assuming su ch a system, the only difference with the IDW is that the EIDW replaces t he 
calculated distances (di) with the following new distances: 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 =  ��
1
𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟

 (𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 − 𝑠𝑠𝑐𝑐)�
2

+ (𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖 − 𝑛𝑛𝑐𝑐)2  

 

 
(Eq. 2.10) 

where: 

(si,ni): along-flow and transverse flow coordinates for the sampled points 
(sc,nc): along-flow and transverse flow coordinates for the unsampled points 
ar = a/b: anisotropy ratio, with a the major axis and b the minor axis 

 

The anisotropy ratio (ar) describes the extent to which the further along the flow data points are taken 
into a ccount t han the transverse one s. A nisotropy he re de scribes t he d irectional de pendence of t he 
data point depths along the water flow, as opposed to isotropy, which implies identical properties in 
all directions. A high anisotropy ratio results in a system more influenced by the flow and should be 
treated as a variable to be fitted to the data. 

Concerning further spatial considerations, extended research is performed in [Merwade et al . 2008] 
where GIS techniques have been incorporated to produce a coherent river terrain model using TINs. 
In addition, in [Merwade 2009] a  method of  locating and excluding spatial t rends in river channels 
allows the use of isotropic interpolation methods, upon whose results the trends are back fitted to the 
calculated bathymetry points. However, the consideration of scarce input data is rarely accounted for. 
Some relevant research is conducted by [Abebe 2011] and [Osting 2004]. The first assumes a process 
of optimizing data using performance evaluation of the MIANDRAS model [Crosato 1987 and 1989] 
to derive the parameters for the prediction of bed topography. The latter compares a radial bounding 
interpolation method to the proposed method, which makes use o f f low-oriented coordinate system 
upon a basis of a Finite Element Mesh. The proposed method does not use either of them, but findings 
in both are considered as useful information. Considering all of the above, anisotropy is an important 
factor in river channels and the chosen spatial interpolation techniques should account for it. 

2.3 Additional Spatial Considerations and Evaluation 

A number of  a dditional processes, w hich do n ot form t he c ore o f t he r esearch, ne eded to b e 
implemented. Related work is available on them, however their use in the project does not require a 
state of the art or “best” solution. 

• Grid and Centerline. As stated in the previous paragraph (§2.2), a flow-oriented coordinate 
system would allow for a more suitable representation of data for applying the interpolation. 
In order to display, compute and store the data, a more ordered way of arranging them is 
required. For this purpose, a curvilinear grid is used, which follows the water flow. With the 
grid, continuous geographic space can be analytically characterized in both real and cognitive 
terms [Berry 2013] in order to structurally perform computations and comparisons on it. For 
constructing the grid and achieving its curvilinearity the centerline is constructed at first from 
the river polygon. There are multiple ways to create it, the most important ones are reviewed 
in Appendix A. 
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• Aggregation o f d ata. After the r aw data h ave b een collected an d c leaned, t hey a re 
aggregated on the grid. This is effectively a p rocess of rasterization; however, the output is 
still point data on the grid’s intersection nodes. Extensive research has been performed on this 
topic both in image processing [Foley 1995] and data handling [Wang et al. 2013]. Depending 
on the desired grid resolution and the data spacing initially available, there are many ways of 
setting the data on the grid, like snapping, interpolating or averaging.  
 

• Smoothing. Throughout the whole procedure of interpolating data and calculating parameter 
values l ike cu rvature, smoothing operations ar e applied. O n the d ata, t his is p erformed t o 
acquire a more r ealistic and continuous r esult along the water f low. The smoothing can be  
attributed a s a na tural p rocess to the a dvection a nd di ffusion/dispersion of  the riverbed 
[Lecture notes E NV 208 Thayer S chool, L ecture n otes E FM 1  U niversity o f K arlsruhe]. 
Advection r efers to tr ansport w ith th e m ean w ater flow ( longitudinal d irection), w hereas 
diffusion and i ts turbulent associate, dispersion, work to eliminate sharp discontinuities and 
result in sm oother and flatter cross-sectional profiles. In this se nse, smoothing i s usually 
performed on on e di mension to a void the c reation of boun dary artefacts brought by  2D  
smoothing. 
 

• Evaluation. As f ar as t he evaluation process o f t he proposed method i s c oncerned, three 
measures are taken under consideration for this thesis: 
1. The Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is a frequently used measure for quantifying the 

differences between the actual values (ground-truth) and the ones predicted by a model or 
interpolation. This numerical measure is widely accepted [Willmott et al. 1985, Hoehn et 
al. 1985, Kenney et al. 1962, Chai et al. 2014] as a simple model evaluator when the data 
concerned co ver a g eographical a rea. For s uch area w ith k nown a nd pr edicted 
measurements at the same locations, RMSE can calculate a s ingle number reflecting the 
overall error. The formula that describes it is as follows: 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 =  �
∑ (𝑣𝑣�𝑖𝑖 − 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖)2𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑁𝑁
 

 

 
(Eq. 2.11) 

  where: 

N – number of predictions 
𝑣𝑣𝚤𝚤�  – real value at i 
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖 – predicted value at i 

 
Its squared value is effectively equal to the sum of variance and squared bias. This means 
that the unbiased rooted estimator bears a strong penalty to both consistent bias and large 
errors making it a strict but unbiased estimator. 

2. Difference maps are a generally accepted form of depicting difference in values measured 
for an area [Figure 2.13]. In this thesis “error” maps are being used to visually evaluate 
the response of the method, analysing the errors displayed. The errors are the difference 
between the predicted bed topography values and the ground-truth ones. It i s more of a 
qualitative d epiction of the o verall r esult, w hich allows to  e asily focus on pr oblematic 
areas wrongly predicted. 
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Figure 2.13. . Example of a difference map (right). [Credit: Gregory B. Pasternack] 

 

3. Finally, th e graphs of  the nor malized half-width o f t he t ransverse s lope (NHWS) are 
being used as a last evaluator. This focuses on a centralized part of the river channel that 
bears a b igger interest for navigability. It has been chosen to cover the gap between the 
above t wo evaluators; however i t h as n ot b een ex tensively u sed i n o ther p rojects. The 
NHWS i s u sed as a g raphical r epresentation o f t he bed l evel c ross-sectional d irection 
along t he sp an o f t he r iver ch annel. I t can  r esume so me assessment n ot v isible b y t he 
RMSE results and also cross-validate the error maps representations. Its basis forms from 
the mentions by [Fargue 1868, van Bendegom 1947] who report that the magnitude of the 
transverse bed slope in a r iver bend correlates well with the inverse radius of curvature 
(1/Rc) and the water depth (h). Related aspects can be found in [Zimmermann et al. 1978, 
Odgaard 1981, Ottevanger 2013].  

2.4 Literature Review Conclusion 

The theory related to the current project derives from various sources, but mainly the physics-based 
model’s bathymetry approximations rely on the theory presented in [Crosato 2008]. Furthermore, the 
hypotheses m ade i n [ Merwade e t a l. 2006 ] for t he anisotropic nature of  rivers a nd t he ne ed t o 
transform th e data into a flow-oriented c oordinate system pr ior to interpolation are also strongly 
supported here. The main aspects of the theory and literature consulted have been presented in §2.1 
and they are used to construct the computed model bed topography of the study cases.  

To the best of the author’s knowledge, no mentions to scarce input data exist. In [Abebe 2011, Osting 
2004], some insight is given on procedures that may be applied, but not enough information is given 
on how to couple successfully a  spatial interpolation method to the physics of  river morphology in 
order to achieve an acceptable result. It is therefore of importance to arrive to a solution that combines 
the two outputs of a physics-based model and an interpolation into a solution that gives better results. 

Literature in general is a part that was constantly consulted throughout the progress of the project. Use 
of additional findings was made only when relevant in content to the topic. 
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3 Methodology 
 

 

This chapter serves as an explanation to the research strategy followed, forming the methodology. In 
order to provide a clear overall perspective of the methodology, the research is broken down to the 
three abstract co mponents i t e ncompasses (§3.1). F urthermore, the m ethodological framework i s 
presented and each of its components are described in §3.2. Finally, the proposed “Fusion” method is 
presented in concept form (§3.3) before all implementation steps are followed in Chapter 4. 

3.1 Research Components 

There a re t hree m ain a spects o f di fferent i mportance a nd pr oportions surrounding t his thesis: t he 
physical, the spatial and the mathematical components [Figure 3.1]. 

 

 

Figure 3.1. Components of the research conducted. 

 

The physical component defines the physical descriptions of riverbed morphology along with the river 
effects that s hape i ts be d f orm. T he w ater flow a nd i ts be haviour in river bends w ith po ssible 
widening/narrowing parts, the hydrographical parameters, the physics-based models and r elaxations 
of their assumed equations and the riverbed topography’s predicted response describe the physics lens 
through which the research is viewed. Therefore, the greatest part of literature lies in this component, 
which constructs the computed riverbed topography by the model. Basically, this part contains what 
can be used to lead the method to a prediction of the riverbed topography where data is not available. 
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The spatial c omponent is r elated t o t he “g eometry” o f the d ata, t he r egularization o f i nput da ta 
(curvilinear grid, see §4.3.3), the parameters which define this, the correlations in space for the input 
datasets and the knowledge that can be derived from the way data has been gathered. Furthermore and 
more importantly, i t includes the extra considerations made for applying an interpolation method in 
the correct ‘spatial’ context. 

The mathematical component encompasses the a lgorithms and calculations behind the interpolation 
techniques to be considered, the numerical descriptions of the models and the computations that need 
to be performed upon the simplified equations.  

With all three components mentioned above, the solution to the problem of data scarcity in rivers may 
be pursued. This solution is achieved within the frame of the proposed method and its validation. 

3.2 Methodological Framework 

The methodology followed in this thesis spawns from the problem as stated in §1.2. The diagram that 
describes it is presented in Figure 3.2 and broken down in parts below. 

 

 

Figure 3.2. Methodology Diagram. 
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The first three blocks of the diagram reflect the levels of abstraction one can have in respect to the 
data available. The level of abstraction increases with every reformation. In particular: 

1. The general prospect of the purpose behind any Geomatics project is to approximate as well 
as possible or dependently to the users’ needs the real world. The Physical Reality therefore is 
in s ense the r eal w orld, w hich in this c ase corresponds t o t he r iverbed t opography of  t he 
chosen study cases. 

2. Using measuring devices, the Physical Reality transforms into what is sensed, what comprises 
the Measured Data. In the current context, these are riverbed topography or bathymetry data 
collected b y multibeam o r si nglebeam ech o-sounder devices. After t hey h ave b een c leaned 
from an y ex isting ar tefacts, t he Me asured Data p rovide t he i nitial “r aw” representation o f 
reality. 

3. In order to perform operations that require a specific structure from the data, they need to be 
formatted a s s uch. Therefore, Structured data represent d ata t hat ex ist b y a set  o f r ules, 
applied to the initially sensed data. Here, the structure is defined by the shape of the river and 
the curvilinear g rid t hat defines i t. F or a ll p urposes t owards a solution o f the sp ecified 
problem, t hese da ta f orm t he “Ground-Truth”. T hey ar e essen tially t he l ast l evel o f 
abstraction and the representation that is to be achieved by the method. 

The n ext chain o f b locks o n the d iagram d isplays t he co ncept o f reconstruction. F rom t he 
problematic available data (scarce data), what is aimed for is to approximate in the best possible way 
the Ground-Truth as defined above. In detail: 

4. The scope of t he project responds t o t he problem, w hich i s t he scarcity of  da ta. In context 
though, t hese data a re c ollected o n rivers an d h old a p attern. They m ay b e p resent i n 
singlebeam tracklines or cross-sections. To have this kind of representation certain patterning 
assumptions ar e made up on t he G round-Truth d ata, f rom w hich t he Scarce D ata are 
extracted. In brief, scarce data are a patternized subset of the Ground-Truth data. 

5. In t he process of r econstructing the Ground-Truth, a number of  methods may be  followed. 
Conventional Methods relate to existing methods that can make use of the scarce data to reach 
a r esult. These i nclude t he s patial i nterpolation methods a nd t he phy sics-based m odel 
considered i n t he t hesis. However, in t he co re o f t he r esearch lies the de velopment of  t he 
Proposed Method. The latter is providing a result by combining spatial aspects, interpolation 
and the physics-based model in a complete solution that relates well to the scarcity of data. 

6. The pr ior m entioned m ethods p rovide e ach a  s olution i n the f orm of  Reconstructed D ata. 
These d ata a re t he ap proximation ach ieved b y each  method’s r ules an d they n eed t o b e 
checked to see how well they represent the Ground-Truth. 

The last p arts o f the diagram r elate to the a ssessment o f a r etrieved r esult. This is p erformed b y 
comparing t he Reconstructed D ata r esults w ith the S tructured G round-Truth and e valuating t he 
performance of each method. Therefore: 

7. The f inal s tep that follows in  the research i s t he Validation/Interpretation of t he r esults. In 
order to assess each method’s performance, a  goodness-of-fit can be chosen. In t he current 
thesis, it is a lso part o f the r esearch t o f ind o ne t hat can  as sess t he r esults in an o bjective 
manner. 

8. In t he e nd, f rom t he ov erall p rocedure pe rformed, t he Research R esults are r etrieved. 
Conclusions can be drawn f rom them, proposals of use for the proposed method as well as 
directions towards how research on the particular field can be extended. 
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3.3 Proposed Method 

The pr oposed method mentioned i n §3.2, incorporates a  number of  c onsiderations a nd it tries t o 
answer the main research question stated in §1.6. Breaking the method down to the parts that lead to 
it, one arrives to the diagram shown in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

Figure 3.3. Fusion Method Process. 

 
At first, a pre-processing step sets up the basis for performing computations, by defining a curvilinear 
grid that follows the water flow direction. The grid is constructed from a given river polygon and its 
implementation i s co vered in §4.3. The scarce d ata ar e also f itted on t he grid i n order t o pe rform 
computations with them. The aggregation process and the creation of such datasets are presented in 
§4.4. 

Using the grid, the equations behind the river physics framework of §2.1 can be solved, using a set of 
hydrographical parameters. That results in a dataset that has been computed totally by a physics-based 
model. The grid is also used by spatial interpolation methods together with the scarce data, resulting 
in an interpolated dataset.  

The proposed method i s based on a  basic assumption: that the two aforementioned datasets can be 
merged in order to create a new dataset that holds a better prediction o f the ground-truth. The two 
datasets both hold information that are useful and can basically complement each other. Because of 
the above idea, the proposed method is called the “Fusion” method. 

However, the Fusion method is not a simple averaging of the two datasets, but it takes into account a 
number of  s patial considerations. The t wo da tasets acquire varying weights ba sed on the d istances 
from t he s ampled da ta and the r esulting fused dataset h as p roperties o f b oth. The o verall 
implementation of the method is presented in §4.7. 
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4 Implementation 
 

 

In th is chapter, the m ethods a nd p rocedures followed a re p resented a nd analysed towards 
implementation of all aspects of the project. In order to aim for a successful solution, a large portion 
of t he p rocess relied in l iterature research. A c onsiderable a mount of  t ime was also spent o n 
manipulating the data and exploring the possibilities in a spatial context. The main focus though lies 
with developing the Fusion method in question and arriving to acceptable, valid results.  

This field o f study is quite ex tensive w ith multiple assumptions t o b e made and s implifications to  
govern the progress in the limited period of completing the thesis. Therefore, cases where the state-of-
the-art is q uestionable a re not e xtensively e xplored or e ven c onsidered ou t o f s cope. S olutions a re 
provided however as needed, as long as t hey set a common backend over which the final evaluation 
procedure can be objective and the research goals are fulfilled. These cases include the centerline, the 
grid construction and the fitting of the real data on the grid. There are numerous studies that deal with 
these frequently rising problems, but a best result is not to be evaluated here. 

To display in whole the procedure followed, a bend from the Kootenai River is chosen as a 
preliminary depiction of the processes and to show what are the expected results. More results and 
concluding images are shown in Chapter 5, in which all chosen cases are evaluated. 

From a p ractical p erspective, the Deltares RAT-IN tool has been e ntirely written in Python 2.7. 
Therefore, t he c oding p rocess followed t he s ame d irection w ith an y n ew libraries a nd ex tension 
packages used as n ew instalments wherever needed. GIS functions serve a  practical a im, providing 
already established processes or being a means of representation of data and results. As such, open-
source products like QGIS, SAGA, GRASS, PostGIS but also Delft3D can be listed in the project’s 
utilities.  

The chapter opens with a diagram that displays the workflow of the main steps followed, but also the 
extra considerations throughout the process (§4.1). Then, an analysis of the data is made (§4.2). The 
construction of the centerline and the curvilinear grid are covered in §4.3, followed by the creation of 
the ground-truth and test datasets (§4.4). Afterwards, the physics-based model is presented (§4.5) and 
the spatial interpolations considered are analysed (§4.6). The subsequent proposed Fusion method is 
explained in §4.7 and the chapter closes with the considerations for validation (§4.8). 

4.1 Overview of Implementation 

The general workflow assumed is presented in the Implementation diagram of [Figure 4.1]. Following 
an initial l iterature r esearch (A, C hapter 2 ), t he study cases a re ch osen b ased o n t he t opic’s 
requirements. From them choices of specific channel bends are made that abide to the project’s scope 
(B, §4.2).  
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Figure 4.1. . Implementation diagram. 
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To have a structured representation and be able to perform computations and transformations on the 
data, a curvilinear grid can be constructed from the study case geometry. In order to do s o, the river 
banks should be defined, effectively describing the river as a polygon geometry. Then, the centerline 
of the river is computed and from that, a curvilinear grid is constructed (C, §4.3).  

As such, the required preparation has been performed and the basis representation is set in gridded 
data points. Based on that grid, the input data are mapped onto the locations of its intersection nodes 
(D, §4.4). E ach su ch p oint acq uires an elevation v alue. The e dge points of  t he c ell pol ygons now  
define the ground truth dataset, which will be used for the assessment of  the interpolation method. 
Test d atasets a re e xtracted f rom t he g round truth i n f orm of  e ither s upposed tracklines or  cross-
sections.  

The theory of the physics-based model was covered in §2.1. Eq. 2.2 and 2.3 are used to compute the 
bathymetry and a ssume a  m odelled r iverbed topography ( E, §4.5). A  num ber of  hy drographical 
parameters are collected for each study case and a Monte Carlo approach is followed to optimize them 
based on th e e quifinality principle. Given o r ex tracting t he w ater l evels f rom t he d ata, t he b ed 
topography according to the model is outputted. 

A num ber of  s patial interpolation methods a re t ried out  on  t est datasets to m inimize t he sco pe of 
interest relevant to the topic (F, §4.6). Together with the considerations made in l iterature, the most 
notable ones are chosen to be implemented and used for comparisons. 

After the above, the proposed Fusion method is implemented (G, §4.7). The model’s computed bed 
topography together with the best-performing interpolation results are merged in a fused dataset that 
is calculated by following a distance-based rule of proximity between unknown and known data.  

For inspecting how well the interpolation method works with scarce datasets, the Test datasets can be 
iteratively made thinner, or the samples’ distances vary greater in space. Validation e nsues w ith 
multiple runs of the process and critical evaluation of the results (H, §4.8). If possible, the methods 
are re-assessed and refined to achieve better results. 

By delivery at t he tool’s completion, a discussion r eflects upon the m ethod’s strengths and 
weaknesses along with the general process (Chapter 6). 

4.2 Data 

The first step towards applying a theory, testing a hypothesis or evaluating the results of a method is 
the c ollection of  da ta. The se lection o f study case s w as m ade b ased upon the data av ailable t hat 
matched the profile o f meandering al luvial rivers with mild curvature and few widening/narrowing 
parts. Another factor was that the rivers should be of a varying degree of human influence but at the 
same time important to the human ecology and navigability of ships. Finally but not least importantly, 
datasets of the cases had to be available and fit for use in due time. 

To this extent, three rivers were chosen: the Kootenai River in Idaho (US), the IJssel branch of the 
Rhine ( Netherlands) and the B orcea b ranch o f the Danube ( Romania). F or each river, two channel 
bends were selected fitting the description made above. The data that was finally used for all cases 
needed to be further polished, in order for the method in the end to work uniformly and without biased 
complications. All of the rivers mentioned are further inspected in detail in Chapter 5. 
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4.2.1 Collection and Analysis 

Collection of data is performed in terms of gaining the riverbed topography datasets of the study cases 
in the best resolution possible, which is as dense as possible after cleaning. Furthermore, additional 
hydrographical data are desirable to be received, within the correct timestamp if possible. In absence 
of hy drographical data, a ssumptions and approximations c an b e m ade, w ithout de viating from t he 
validity of the method and its results. These include the bed slope, flow velocity, sediment grain size, 
water levels and bankfull discharge. 

Data sources are provided by both the Deltares institute and online free data. Specifically, data for the 
Danube River are given by Deltares in the form of dense single-beam tracks, which cover parts of the 
overall riverbed. Hydrographical data are also available of the form of reports from prior projects. For 
the IJssel and Kootenai c ases, t he d atasets ar e in multi-beam c ollected points. F or the f irst, t he 
Deltares data i s f ormed onto a r egular grid (1x1 m), whereas t he latter i s distributed by  the U .S. 
Geological Survey (USGS) science organization in an irregular but dense form. The IJssel is provided 
with sufficient hydrographical data retrieved from Deltares reports, but for the Kootenai case they are 
missing. Some like bankfull discharge can be extracted from an online web service and USGS reports. 

Upon inspection, all the datasets have been cleaned beforehand from outliers, so no cleaning step is 
required. The depth data are de fined by  r egional vertical datums relative to local sea levels, which 
means that depth values may have great differences in between the three rivers. In particular, the Ijssel 
bed topography is referenced by NAP (Normaal Amsterdams Peil) and the Danube uses the mean sea 
level at Constanta, whereas the Kootenai has the normal NAVD 88 (North American Vertical Datum 
1988). Therefore, the Danube and IJssel data are in meters, whereas the Kootenai depth is measured in 
feet. In addition, some may have both positive and negative values, depending on the referenced sea 
level [ Figure 4.2]. The Coordinate Reference S ystems (CRS) for each of the rivers are as follows: 
IJssel – Amersfoort / RD New (EPSG:28992), Danube – Pulkovo 1942(58) / Stereo 70 (EPSG:3844) 
and Kootenai – NAD83 / UTM Zone 11N (EPSG:26911).  

 

 

Figure 4.2. Local riverbed topography, if referenced by sea level. 

 

4.2.2 Selection and Manipulation of data 

The s tudy case datasets cover vast ar eas o f the r ivers. However, f or t esting t he developed method, 
only s ub-parts o f those r ivers ar e s elected. These i nclude r iver b ends o f m ild cu rvature w ith f ew 
widening and narrowing parts. This selection relies mainly on visual inspection of the areas, since the 
scope of  t he research does not  i nclude pa rtitioning or  a pplying s emantics. Therefore, a s election i s 
made based on where physical features appear to be of interest for testing the developed method. Such 
selection might have a small influence on the method’s development in cases where there is definite 
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physical impact ( ie f loods, l ocal s cours) or  human i nput ( i.e. groynes). T o the best of the author’s 
ability, areas including such cases were avoided. Also, w ithin the context o f the project, data is 
viewed as a ‘snapshot’ of the study cases. Therefore, the time element is not considered. 

Data manipulation is performed in terms of constructing the ground-truth and test datasets including 
any functions for extracting, merging or reordering data. Depth values measured in feet (i.e. Kootenai 
River) are transformed to meters in order for the physics-based model’s functions to be applied. The 
input r iver channel p olygons ar e a lso simplified in cases where b anks were considered In or der t o 
create a “common grounds” depiction of what is perceived as the real world case, what is available as 
input a nd what the method out puts, a ll t he da ta a re f itted on a constructed c urvilinear g rid, whose 
creation i s co vered on the ne xt pa ragraph (§ 4.3.3). As s uch, t he resolution is v ariable a nd t otally 
dependent on the grid’s spacing. However, the evaluation does not suffer from this, because of basing 
the comparison on the ground-truth dataset, which is also subject to the grid’s formation. 

4.2.3 Model and Structure 

All s tudy cases original datasets are in point format of Northing-Easting topography data (xyz t ext 
data) in t heir local C oordinate R eference S ystem ( CRS), w hereas t he h ydrographical d ata co me i n 
terms o f e ither u niversal parameters r eady t o b e used ( ie b ankfull d ischarge) o r p arameters t o b e 
computed for each point (ie distance from centerline). In this study lies no interest concerned to the 
semantics or classifications of r iver data. Therefore, the data model is not approached from either a 
conceptual or logical level. From a physical perspective, all input data are stored as files in a Comma-
Separated Value (CSV) float data type with the following form: 

 

X (local CRS) Y (local CRS) Z (elevation relative to sea level) 
 

 

After the initial data have been fitted onto the grid and the ground truth datasets have been formed, the 
data c ould b e p erceived a s an  “i rregular” raster. B ecause a ll g round t ruth p oints l ie o n t he ce lls’ 
intersection nodes of the curvilinear grid, the data hold the topological properties of a raster but not its 
rectangular shape structure. The representation is extending the raster base with a continuous colour 
gradient visualization showing the depth. Furthermore, in order to achieve a better interpolation result, 
all g rid c ell poi nt da ta are transformed f rom t heir l ocal w orld coordinates to a  f low-oriented 
coordinate system (s,n,z) as described in §2.1. After interpolation, they return to their initial form for 
representation. Additionally, a lso dur ing interpolation, the methods that make use of  the anisotropy 
factor transform by a fraction the s-coordinates of the flow-coordinate model (m,n,z).  

The input river polygons are represented as an ordered dictionary in x,y with an additional indexing 
for the polygon’s parts including any holes also as a part. For acquiring the river’s local widths, the 
minimum distances of the centerline points to the polygon’s edges need to be computed. Therefore, 
the polygons are translated into lines and a closest line segment to point computation ensues. 

A loose data model is viewed below [Figure 4.3]. Grid_Trans() relates to the procedure followed for 
transforming data from one coordinate system to the other and Aniso() when the anisotropy factor is 
applied. 
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Figure 4.3. Loose data model. 

 

Concerning the spatial data structure, no n ecessity for a s pecialized data structure was detected for 
this project. Data are handled on the fly from text to arrays and associated arrays (dictionaries) with 
floating data types for points and depths. In only one case a data structure is required for efficient and 
faster use. T hat is during t he a ggregation of t he original data on t he gr id a nd t he c reation of  the 
ground-truth datasets. For this p urpose, a k d-tree is used so that the nearest neighbour search is 
efficient and relatively fast. The kd-tree structure partitions the 2D space based on the input points of 
X an d Y  v alues assuming t hat t he d epths are of  m inimal i nfluence. D uring a ggregation, w hen a n 
intersection node of the grid needs to acquire a value, the nearest neighbours within a specified radius 
can be  easily f ound [Figure 4.4]. This is the only o peration performed an d si nce t he data ar e o nly 
points and kd-trees are easier to implement in memory, other spatial trees were not considered further. 

 
Figure 4.4. KD-tree concept for nearest neighbour search. 
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4.3 Construction of the Centerline and Curvilinear Grid 

The centerline (or centreline) of each river channel polygon is a crucial part of the process because it 
defines the construction of the grid upon which the data is fitted, as well as the direction of the flow 
relevant for the curvature, an important parameter used in the physics-based bathymetry model. As 
such, a prior important step is the definition of the river banklines, which essentially define the river 
channel polygon. Although an analysis of the most efficient solution for both of these issues is not 
considered a h ard r equirement f or t his r esearch, op tions w ere n evertheless explored a nd a  definite 
choice was made to fit the purposes of the thesis direction. 

In the next few parts, the steps taken to form the curvilinear grid are presented. First what constitutes 
a river polygon is defined (§4.3.1), followed by the extraction of the centerline from it (§4.3.2). Then 
the c urvilinear grid can b e constructed ( §4.3.3) w hich f orms the b asis f or r epresentation a nd 
computations. F inally t he curvilinearity of  the g rid i s d isplayed ( §4.3.4) w hich assu mes t he water 
flow. 

4.3.1 River Polygon Definition 

A clear description of where the river banks lie can be highly inaccurate both due to the variations in 
water levels and the river’s nature of migration and erosion. The interface between a river and land is 
called a r iparian z one. R iparian z ones i n t he r eal world usually f orm a  f uzzy bounda ry a nd a re 
extensively studied for understanding bank erosion and bank accretion, processes with which the river 
is thought to migrate. The meander migration process however is not  lying within the scope of this 
research an d is t herefore not h ard-stated. The r iver polygon r epresentation and the r elated d ata a re 
considered to be a “snapshot” of reality without any time-relevant changes taking place. Nevertheless, 
the river polygons of the bends need to be defined for efficient use. 

These polygons can be either given together with the matching point dataset (IJssel, Danube cases) or 
described t hrough v isual i nspection ba sed on the d ata a nd a m ap o f t he sam e t emporal c overage 
(Kootenai ca se). The latter c an b e e ither au tomatically ex tracted, f or e xample b y acq uiring t he 
concave hull of the point dataset or manually be visually defining the polygon. The first option can be 
extremely inefficient in terms of computations and still the final output would require further manual 
inspection and refinement. Therefore, the latter was used where the polygon description was missing. 

A f inal a pproximation i s the simplification of t he r iver pol ygon. Quite often, the po lygons a re 
described in higher de tail t han n ecessary i ncluding g roynes a nd ba nk e xtensions to the i nland, 
especially considering the migrating nature of meandering rivers. In the current thesis, the river banks 
have b een simplified where n eeded to avoid ex treme sudden changes i n cu rvature d ue t o an  acu te 
local centerline curve. 

As a first step, to reduce the number of local minor bifurcations a buffering and de-buffering process 
is followed [Figure 4.5]. By buffering and dissolving to a certain extent, all the sharp edges and bank 
variations a re e xtinguished. T hen, by de -buffering by  t he s ame e xtent, the resulting r iver pol ygon 
already is presented simplified. Afterwards, if needed, a smoothening algorithm can be run to further 
reduce any remaining hard edges and have a better continuous depiction of the polygon [Figure 4.6]. 
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Figure 4.5. S implification o f polygon: ( a) O riginal po lygon, ( b) R esulting po lygon i n p urple a fter buffering-
debuffering. Danube channel (detail, QGIS). 

 

 

Figure 4.6. S implification o f polygon: ( a) S harp e dge, ( b) E dge a fter s moothing i n purple. D anube c hannel ( fine 
detail, QGIS). 

 

4.3.2 Centerline 

The simplified polygon of the previous subsection describes the river area to be approximated by the 
grid. In order however to have a  curvilinear grid the centerline f irst needs to be extracted from the 
polygon. T his is s till a n open p roblem i n the field of m athematics, b ut f or p ractical p urposes, a n 
approximation is pos sible. T here a re a  num ber of  different w ays t o i mplement t he cen terline 
extraction and t hey ar e co vered i n A ppendix A . F or t his pr oject, the chosen method i nvolved t he 
Voronoi method. 

First, t he po ints of  the ou ter boundary of  t he s implified po lygon de fine the po ints for the Voronoi 
tessellation. Then, by defining the tessellation as lines, an intersection process allows to keep only the 
lines that reside within the polygon, which creates a skeleton for the polygon. The skeleton is cleaned 
from a ny unw anted b ranching l ines and only t he on e t hat spans t he w hole polygon e xtent is k ept. 
Finally, points are chosen at regular distances and that formulates the final centerline [Figure 4.7]. 
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Figure 4.7. Voronoi-defined centerline (Python, representation in QGIS). 

 

4.3.3 Construction of the Curvilinear Grid 

After t he centerline has been acquired and the points along it have been selected t o have a regular 
spacing, t he co nstruction of t he g rid m ay co mmence. T he cen terline is assu med t hat i t follows 
naturally the water flow due to the river polygon’s banklines, which have been shaped by the mean 
water flow. As such, the grid can be constructed by using the centerline and extruding perpendicular 
lines on each cross-sectional point [Figure 4.8].  

 

Figure 4.8. Construction of the curvilinear grid. Centerline in red, cross-sectional perpendicular line in black, river 
banks in green. 
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However, t he widths o f ea ch cr oss-section va ry s lightly b ased on  the edges of  t he p olygon. T he 
distances of each point on the centerline to the closest polygon’s edge are computed first and then an 
equal num ber of  lines p arallel to the c enterline a re i nterweaved on bo th s ides t o form t he final 
curvilinear grid. Depending on how fine/coarse the grid is, the more/less smoothing is required on the 
channel centerline in order to avoid cases where the perpendicular lines of the grid cross each other. 
An example of how different a grid can be is shown in [Figure 4.9] and [Figure 4.10]. 

 

Figure 4.9. Fine Grid (Python). 

 

Figure 4.10. Coarse Grid (Python). 
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The grid’s “resolution” and cells are irregular and mainly dictated by the curvature of the centerline. 
The cells cannot h ave a u niform si ze b ecause o f the v arying cu rvature. That v iolates so me o f t he 
assumptions present in the theoretical physics-based model for computing the bathymetry (§2.1). To 
mitigate the effect of gridlines’ convergence or divergence, mild curvature channels of small width 
variations should be chosen. 

The i nitial choices made by t he us er f or t he c enterline poi nts’ s pacing a nd number of  l ongitudinal 
lines define the number of cells present. From a general perspective, the grid’s resolution should try to 
maintain the original data resolution. An automatic calculation of the suitable grid cell size has been 
researched [Valenzuela et al. 1990, Borkowski et al. 1994, Hengl 2006], however in the current thesis 
the scalability and the flexibility was put in favour to abide to the RAT-IN tool’s requirements. The 
user is a ble to de fine t he s pacing of  t he centreline poi nts a nd the n umber of  l ongitudinal lines, 
effectively defining the grid. Upon visual inspection or by an automated check for intersecting grid 
lines, the user can assess the suitability of the resulting grid for ev ery individual purpose. As a 
conclusive r emark, a nested grid output could h ave been taken into a ccount, however du e t o its 
complexity in implementation and the fact that such grid would violate the theoretical assumptions for 
the physics-based model equations, the simpler case was eventually chosen. 

4.3.4 Flow-oriented coordinate system 

The “curvilinearity” of the grid is more evident if the grid is displayed in the flow-oriented coordinate 
system [Figure 4.11]. T his sy stem f ollows t he m ain w ater f low as described i n §2.1. I t s imply 
translates each point on the curvilinear grid to a point that has an s coordinate based on the centreline 
chainage and an n coordinate above or below (or on) the centreline. This transformation assumes the 
first point of the longitudinal and the middle of the first transverse cross-section to be the origin point 
with (s,n)=(0,0). The rest of the points along the s-direction follow the almost regular spacing of the 
centreline and the ones on the n-direction are varying based on the distances calculated at each cross-
section. 

 

Figure 4.11. Coarse Grid of Figure 4.10 in flow-oriented coordinates (s,n). 

 

The immediate advantages of such coordinate system are not evident until the data have been fitted on 
the grid and projected in such a way. By preforming this procedure, the points attain their real spatial 
distances as described by the river boundaries and direction of flow. This has a great influence to the 
results of the spatial interpolation methods applied. 
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4.4 Creation of Datasets 

The da ta p rovided in e ach of  the three rivers e xplored a re o f d ifferent collection m ethods 
(singlebeam/multibeam) and have different density of samples. The raw data have been cleaned and 
any artefacts have been removed, however, they are still in irregular form, without a specific structure 
that w ould s uit t he pr oposed method’s pr actical ne ed. In o rder t o h ave a m ore r egularized w ay t o 
compare any of the results, the initial data are fitted on the grid. The outputted data are defined as the 
“Ground-Truth” datasets an d are considered to b e the real representation of the world. The o ptions 
considered for this process are reviewed in Appendix B: Data Aggregation. 

The Test datasets are a subset of the Ground-Truth datasets. As such, they are extracted from them. 
To have a “s carce” data representation that abides to the way of collecting such data, some further 
processing i s r equired. I f t he i nitial da tasets a re i n multibeam c ollection format, c ross-sections o r 
tracklines are automatically extracted from the Ground-Truth datasets to create the Test datasets. If 
they are in singlebeam, parts of the Ground-Truth datasets are manually chosen for the Test datasets. 

In the following two subsections, the two types of datasets created to test the method are presented. In 
§4.4.1 the real world representation is created by defining the Ground-Truth and in §4.4.2 it is shown 
how Test datasets are extracted from them.  

4.4.1 Ground-Truth Datasets 

The G round Truth d atasets de rive f rom t he a ggregation of  the initial da tasets on t he grid. I n t he 
current thesis, for the IJssel and the Kootenai rivers the initial data are given in full multibeam 
coverage. As such, they may be much denser than any of the grids constructed to be effectively used. 
Therefore, a  ne arest po int s napping pr actice is f ollowed, t hrough w hich t he n earest po int t o e ach 
grid’s intersection node point is assumed to approximate the best that point’s value following the first 
rule of ge ography: "Everything is re lated t o everything e lse, but near t hings are more re lated than 
distant things." [Tobler, 1970]. An example is shown in [Figure 4.12]. 

 

 

Figure 4.12. Averaging multibeam data on grid (detail). Left: Provided dataset. Right: Averaged dataset. Grid is in 
black colour (implementation in Python, representation in Delft3D). 
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In the case of Danube where the data is in singlebeam form, the values on the grid intersection points 
are approximated by IDW interpolation with a calculated threshold for the circular neighbourhood. If 
the grid is not defined to have almost square cells, i ssues may ar ise if a small value is given as the 
threshold r adius [Figure 4.13]. I n or der t o m itigate t hat a nd pr ovide an automatic radius v alue 
calculation f or t he I DW, t he t hreshold radius is d efined as eq ual to t he d istance f rom t he g rid’s 
intersection node  point to the furthest away cel l cen ter o f t he su rrounding g rid cel ls [Figure 4.14]. 
Although the resulting dataset is not in its sense covering the whole extent of the grid, since it is the 
only data available, it is considered to be a “Ground-Truth” dataset. 

 

 

Figure 4.13. Averaging singlebeam data on grid (fine detail). Left: Provided dataset. Right: Averaged dataset. If the 
grid is not well-defined, there is great loss of data (implementation in Python, representation in Delft3D). 

 

 

Figure 4.14. Averaging singlebeam data on grid - fine detail (implementation in Python, representation in Delft3D). 
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For displaying the differences that may be apparent by using different grid resolutions, [Figure 4.15] 
and [Figure 4.16] show a Kootenai bend’s multibeam data fitted onto a fine and a coarse grid (as per 
[Figure 4.9] and [Figure 4.10]). The fine gird has as expected a more detailed representation closer to 
the initial data and the coarse one represents them smoothed-out. 

 

Figure 4.15. Fine grid Ground-Truth Dataset with detail (Python). 

 

Figure 4.16. Coarse grid Ground-Truth Dataset with detail (Python). 
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4.4.2 Test Datasets 

The T est d atasets a re ex tracted from t he G round-Truth datasets cr eated a s p er a bove. I n t he ca ses 
where a full multibeam coverage of the river bend is available, the extraction is made by an automated 
procedure that can create cross-sections or trackline data. Since the Ground-Truth data are described 
on a grid, points can be chosen on regular specified gaps by defining the line and column sampling on 
the grid. Furthermore, t he spacing be tween t he sampled points can be adjusted. The two co llection 
methods a re s hown in [Figure 4.17] and [Figure 4.18]. On the o ther ha nd, particularly for D anube 
where the ground truth data are in singlebeam format, the Test datasets were manually extracted by 
choosing t he s ampled da ta [ Figure 4.19]. T hat is because t he s tructure o f s uch “G round-Truth” 
datasets would not allow for an automated extraction. 

 

Figure 4.17. Cross-sectional Test dataset example (implementation in Python, representation in Delft3D). 

 

 

Figure 4.18. “Trackline” Test dataset example (implementation in Python, representation in Delft3D). 
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Figure 4.19. . Manual cross-sectional Test dataset example (implementation in Python, representation in Delft3D). 

 

In a r eal-world scenario, the cr oss-sectional da ta w ould ideally be co llected o n ar eas o f expected 
morphological interest. H owever, t his a nalysis i s both be yond t he s cope o f t he r esearch a nd 
unnecessary to validate the method’s results. Sometimes in real-case situations, the collection of 
cross-sectional data would be made at a regular sampling on a river stretch. The automated process as 
described above allows such Test datasets to be created by regular spacing. 

From a si milar p erspective, t he trackline d ata w ould f ollow the s hip trajectory a long t he s urvey 
conducted. H owever, un less di ctated by  a  pr ior m orphology s urvey, t his w ay of c ollecting da ta is 
usually either dependent on p ast practices or can  ev en b e relatively r andom. T herefore, the 
assumption of trackline data following a  regular “zig-zag” pattern with cross-sections in between is 
viable for the scope of this research. 

For testing the proposed method, a thinning of the Test datasets is required. The reduction of the Test 
datasets size is mainly dictated by either the number of cross-sections in a bend or the percentage of 
data available in a trackline scheme. In the cases of manual extraction, an initial Test dataset is created 
as dense as possible for both schemes of cross-sectional and trackline data. Then, that dataset is also 
manually decreased in size wherever possible. This is usually possible with cross-sectional data where 
the number of cross-sections is clearer. 

4.5 Physics-based Model 

The ba thymetry m odel us ed in this research i s a simplified g eometrical an d physics-based model 
based on the work by [Crosato, 2008]. The underlying equations have already been presented in detail 
in §2.1 (Eq. 2.2, 2.3) and are mentioned here for ease of reading: 

ℎ𝑐𝑐 =  � 𝑄𝑄
𝐵𝐵 𝐶𝐶 √𝑖𝑖

�
2
3          (Eq. 4.1) 

ℎ(𝑛𝑛) =  ℎ𝑐𝑐  𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓(𝜃𝜃) 𝑛𝑛 / 𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐       (Eq. 4.2) 
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Equation 4.1 de scribes t he zero-order so lution, ca lculating t he r each-averaged v alues o f d epth 
assuming a n in finitely lo ng s traight channel w ith constant d ischarge. I n th is thesis h owever, th e 
averaged w idths d enoted by  parameter B are a ssumed t o be  v arying, ba sed o n t he pr ovided r iver 
polygon. A lthough t his v iolates the t heoretical a ssumptions, i t ensures a  justified d ifference in the 
topographic depths where the river is widening or narrowing, respectively related to the sedimentation 
and erosion of the riverbed by Exner’s principle.  

Furthermore, the Chézy roughness coefficient (C) is a value that physically relates to the water flow 
velocity a nd should be  va rying. Even i f the hydrographical values a re fully de scribed, it is u sually 
difficult to acquire a v arying roughness coefficient. Instead, usually a si ngle expected or calculated 
value is given. In lieu of information about flow velocities and assuming a steady discharge value, it is 
proposed to allow for a variation of a given Chézy value based on the widths calculated at each cross-
section: 

𝐶𝐶(𝑠𝑠) = 𝐶𝐶 𝐵𝐵(𝑠𝑠)

𝐵𝐵�
             (Eq. 4.3) 

where: 

 B(s) – width at s point along the centerline 
 𝐵𝐵�  – averaged widths along a (short) river bend 
 

This means that the given value of roughness increases with a width higher than the average of the 
river bend and decreases if the width is smaller than the average. This assumption can allow for mild 
variations in the value when a r elatively short r iver bend i s considered without l arge d ifferences in 
widths. 

Equation 4.2 calculates t he axi-symmetric solution, which provides the riverbed cross-sectional 
variations from t he reach-averaged de pths, effectively fitting an exponential profile based on the 
hydrographical p arameters. T hese hydrographical p arameter v alues can  ei ther b e co llected t hrough 
survey or approximated by calibration. The extent of the variations is defined by n which holds values 
between [-B(s)/2, B(s)/2]. 

The value of hc practically represents the depth on the centreline of the river and the values of h the 
transverse variations f rom it using an exponential equation. That ensures t hat the calculated depths 
will a lways b e b elow w ater l evel ( after a ssigning a negative si gn t o t hem). Given f rom r eports or 
extracting the water levels from the data, the riverbed topography according to the model is outputted. 

In t he next subsections the curvature and hydrographical parameters of the equations are reviewed, 
along with any assumptions made (§4.5.1, §4.5.2). Also, the optional additional bankline profiles are 
selected ( §4.5.3) f orming t he f inal de scription f or the r epresentation of  the riverbed by t he m odel 
(§4.5.4). 

4.5.1 Curvature 

In Eq. 4.2, Rc denotes the radius of curvature. However, since a practical calculation of it is difficult, 
the inverse of  i t is computed. This is the reciprocal to curvature which is the amount by w hich the 
river geometry or centreline deviates from being straight. It is described as: 

1
𝑅𝑅𝑐𝑐

= 𝑘𝑘 =  𝑑𝑑𝛼𝛼
𝑑𝑑𝑠𝑠

      (Eq. 4.4) 
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where: 

dα – change between signed directions 
ds – distance between two consecutive points 

 

Direction is defined as the angle formed between the previous and next points to the current one for 
which t he c urvature i s calculated. In Figure 4.20 these values are depicted. The p oints o n a cross-
section will hold the same dθ value because they have the same change of α angles due to the grid’s 
curvilinearity. However, minor changes appear on the ds distances. For that reason, a local curvature 
vector is calculated for each longitudinal line’s point on the grid. 

 

Figure 4.20. Part of grid structure, direction in green. α is the angle of direction for a point on the grid. ds and ds’ are 
distances. P oint p1 a nd p oint p2 a re o n t he s ame c ross-section. T hey h ave t he s ame directions but  be ar di fferent 
curvature due to the different distances. 

 

Geometrically, the curvature measures how fast the unit tangent vector to a curve rotates. However, 
the grid representation of the centerline and its parallels is discrete. That means that there might be 
steep changes in between the intermediate points of the grid. For this reason, initially a 1D Gaussian 
window smoothing is used to allow for mild changes in curvature and then further a Savitzky–Golay 
filter is applied to assure noise reduction. 

After this change, the equation 4.2 can be rewritten as: 

ℎ(𝑛𝑛) =  ℎ𝑐𝑐  𝑒𝑒𝐴𝐴 𝑓𝑓(𝜃𝜃) 𝑛𝑛 𝑘𝑘(𝑛𝑛)             (Eq. 4.5) 

 

4.5.2 Hydrographical Parameters 

In order to solve the two equations of Eq. 4.1 and Eq. 4.5, a number of parameters need to be known a 
priori. These p arameters s hould d escribe t he r iver area i n s tudy b y i ts p hysical an d morphological 
perspective. The parameters are: 

 Q – bankfull discharge [m3/s] 

 C – Chézy roughness [m1/2/s] 

  i  – longitudinal slope [-] 
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 u, v – velocity in streamwise and transverse directions [m/s] 

 𝐷𝐷50 – mean grain size diameter [m] 

 ∆ =  𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠− 𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤
𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤

 – relative density (𝜌𝜌𝑠𝑠,𝜌𝜌𝑤𝑤- sediment and water densities, kg/m3) 

The velocity in the transverse direction is assumed to be negligible and on the longitudinal close to an 
order of  1. The r elative d ensity r eceives v alues d epending o n t he d ensity o f t he sed iment, b ut in 
alluvial rivers the relative density is assumed to be close to 1.025 kg/m3. 

The remaining values may vary greatly and are distinct for each river. For the three cases visited, most 
of the parameters were attained by expedition reports or some educated guesses have been made. In 
detail, for Kootenai, all values but the roughness were retrieved from reports by USGS [Barton 2004, 
Fosness 20 13]. The I Jssel d ata w ere r etrieved b oth f rom a sed imentation report and by the online 
database of t he Ministry of Infrastructure a nd t he E nvironment of  N etherlands [ Ministry; 
Rijkswaterstaat]. Danube values were assumed from prior project reports made by Deltares. 

These v alues a re h owever n ot p recise u nless g iven together w ith t he initial d ata co llected. S ome 
generalizations m ay b e a ssumed, b ut al so a m ore r igorous calibration p rocedure can be of 
significance. The physics-based model itself is sensitive to incorrect values, however the correct 
collection of  such information and sensitivity analysis of  the model were not  part of  the thesis. For 
these reasons, the Monte Carlo simulation is used. With this method, models of possible bathymetry 
values are built by substituting a range of values for each hydrographical parameter. This is performed 
using a Gaussian normal distribution, with a mean based on e ither the documented value as stated in 
reports above or an educated guess. 

The models are run a large number of times, with each time a d ifferent set of hydrographical values 
formed. A t the e nd o f t he s pecified number of  runs, the b est p erforming set  in t erms o f R MSE is 
assumed t o b e t he co rrect o ne. T his m ethod w ould n ot b e n ecessary i f t he r eal v alues o f t hese 
parameters w ere k nown. H owever, si nce t he p recise n umbers ar e al most n ever av ailable, a n 
equifinality approach is a promising direction that practically resolves t he i ssue [Beven 2006] in 
contrast to an exact optimality approach. 

4.5.3 Bankline Profiles 

The physics-based bathymetry model assumes coverage of the main riverbed topology. That means 
that i t is e xcluding t he r iver ba nks w hich m ay f orm i n di fferent pl aces. U sing t he m odel w ithout 
consideration for them runs the model for the full coverage of the specified grid. The results can be 
incorrect and unfair to the method used, because of the big differences formed between an exponential 
computed f or a n ou ter be nd a nd a  s lope of  a  ba nk. T herefore, in c ases w here t he r iver ba nks a re 
covered in the data, the grid’s extent needs to be altered to include them. To do so, areas on both outer 
sides of the grid need to assume a rising slope. This can either be calculated and approximated by the 
input cross-sectional data or specified by the user and then smoothened with the computed bathymetry 
data. 

The different slopes that may be assumed are presented in Figure 4.21. In general, there i s no clear 
choice between them other than assuming the most natural representation. This can either be Figure 
4.21 b or c. Together with the subsequent cross-sectional smoothing performed, the shape of the slope 
will change to fit the data depths [Figure 4.22]. 
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Figure 4.21. Possible left and right bank profiles: (a) No slope, (b) Linear Slope, (c) Sigmoid slope. 

 

 

Figure 4.22. E xample c ross-section with s igmoid b anks i ncluded. L eft: B efore s moothing, R ight: A fter smoothing. 
Depth values are in feet. Vertical lines denote left and right banks. 

 

In a r eal-world scenario, the banks are unknown unless there is data close to the edges of the river 
polygon where t he b ankfull l imits ar e as sumed. I f t here is so me d ata t hat extend t o these l imits, a  
spatial analysis of them may convene a general bank’s profile. If there is either no data reaching the 
edges, either an educated guess must be made, or it is  better to diminish the polygon’s l imits to the 
computable grid area and assume no banks. 

4.5.4 Model Profile 

Together w ith the ba nklines pr ofile c onsideration, t he r epresentation of the cross-sections f or t he 
physics-based bathymetry m odel h as b een se t. The l ocal water level elevation m ay va ry b etween 
areas. That is either available by the reports stated previously (§4.5.2) or needs to be extracted from 
online databases like Google Maps or available elevation data like AHN2 (for Netherlands).  

Firstly, the local elevation needs to be considered. The data points usually do no t reach the bankfull 
extent. Therefore, a  s mall he ight d ifference m ight e xist be tween t he ba nkfull po int and the first 
available data point. This additional height needs to be subtracted from the local elevation level to 
assume a water level elevation above the sea level. 

Banks may exist left and right of the grid and be of varying length. After defining them, the resulting 
diminished pa rt of the channel is the active a lluvial channel. Its width is a fraction of the full g rid 
extents a nd t his i s co nsidered i n the c alculations. The r emaining ar ea i s t he ex tent f or w hich t he 
physics-based bathymetry model runs. The resulting riverbed approximation is further smoothened to 
simulate the diffusion and advection physical processes and have a better overall representation. The 
full cross-sectional profile described is shown in Figure 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23. Physics-based bathymetry model cross-section with all assumptions included. 

An example of the computed physics-based model riverbed topography is shown in Figure 4.24 using 
the example polygon of Kootenai bend #2 with the following hydrographical parameters: 

Discharge   Q = 1200.0 m3/sec 
Roughness coefficient  C = 60 m1/2/s 
Slope     i = 2.0x10-5 
Mean Sediment Size  D50 = 800.0x10-6 m 
Calibration coefficient   a = 3.0 

 

 

Figure 4.24. Physics-based model’s computed bed topography example. 
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4.6 Spatial Interpolation Methods 

A number of interpolation methods were mentioned in §2.2. As described in that part, in the special 
case of scarce datasets in rivers geostatistical methods like Kriging do not manage to approximate the 
riverbed correctly, because the covariance between the data is directionally correlated and the samples 
are too little to allow for a good estimation. Also, Natural Neighbour interpolation also fails due to the 
extreme a veraging dur ing t he w eight a ssigning. The T hin-plate s plines b y R BF m ay h ave an  
acceptable result when data is not very l imited, but extra data at  the river’s boundaries or if too far 
away are required; otherwise, there a re g reat d erogations from re ality. Therefore, these cl asses of 
interpolation are not considered.  

One main point to be made is that anisotropy should be accounted for and implemented in the spatial 
interpolation method. Based on t hat but also for comparison’s sake, profiles of Linear (Barycentric) 
Interpolation (§4.6.1), Nearest Neighbour (§4.6.2), IDW (§4.6.3) and EIDW (§4.6.4) were explored. 
In the cases of IDW and Nearest Neighbour, some smoothing is required to mitigate for their lack of 
directional considerations during the interpolation of the values.  

 

 

Figure 4.25. L inear I nterpolation i n t wo c oordinate s ystems. (a) Ground-truth d ataset, (b) Test dataset, (c ) Linear 
Interpolation in Cartesian, (d) Linear Interpolation in Flow-oriented system. 
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Additionally, of importance is to note that the flow-oriented coordinate system is supported in all of 
the interpolations performed, as stated in §2.2 and presented in §4.3.4. As shown in [Merwade et al. 
2006] it results in a better outcome, because it defines space in the correct manner, which follows the 
natural course of the rivers. Were it not to be taken into account, the values of the non-transformed 
sampled poi nts w ould ha ve a  g reater i nfluence t o t he uns ampled po ints due  to t heir t opological 
proximity, especially in the areas of bends. This problem is even more evident in the case of scarce 
data as the influential locations hold a greater weight. Figure 4.25 displays such example in the case 
of L inear i nterpolation for t he second Kootenai R iver be nd c hosen. I nterpolation i n t he C artesian 
results i n a sk ewed p rediction, whereas t he f low-oriented c orrected d irection ha s a s moother 
depiction. 

For a ny i nterpolation m ethod u sed, b ased on the a ssociated g rid, the t ransformation i s p erformed 
following th e c enterline’s d irection, as described i n § 4.3.4. The r esulting g rid h as i ts intersection 
nodes on the flow-oriented coordinate system, as shown in Figure 4.11. Since the sampled data lie on 
some o f the grid’s intersection nodes, they t ransform similarly i nto the described system. T o make 
things clearer, a display of the ground truth and the Test datasets is shown in Figure 4.26. For all of 
the following examples, Kootenai bend #1 was sampled for seven cross-sections extracted from the 
ground truth data shown in the figure. 

 

 

Figure 4.26. F low-oriented C oordinate s ystem transformation. Le ft: G round-truth d ataset, R ight: Te st d ataset (7  
cross-sections, 0.15% data). 

 

4.6.1 Linear Interpolation 

Linear Interpolation a s used i n this t hesis initially t riangulates the s ampled da ta a nd t hen performs 
linear barycentric interpolation on the triangle each unsampled point lies on. The underlying concept 
is shown in Figure 4.27. The method suffers f rom the pos itions the sampled data may have, which 
usually does not cover the edges so that triangulation can cover as much of the grid extent as possible. 
Such m issing ar eas from the final r esult ar e linearly f illed i n p er l ongitudinal line o f the g rid. 
Furthermore, the interpolated areas close to the sampled points may display sudden sharp artefacts as 
the described triangulated areas change, especially in the case of trackline data. The interpolation is 
performed in the flow-oriented coordinate system. An example result is seen in Figure 4.28. 
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Figure 4.27. Linear Barycentric Interpolation. Each point inscribed by a triangle of sampled points acquires a value 
based on the percentage of the triangle area on the opposite of the sampled point to the whole area of the triangle. 

 

Figure 4.28. Linear interpolation of 7 regularly spaced cross-sections, no smoothing. 

 

4.6.2 Nearest Neighbour 

This method does not qualify as an interpolation method but more of a rule-based value assignment. It 
bears however an interest because of its simplicity and its capability to come close to Linear and IDW 
interpolation r esults w hen s moothing i s a pplied, especially w hen d ealing w ith scarce data. I n 
particular, the value of  an unsampled point is forced equal t o the value of the on e closest sampled 
point. As with the rest, this method is performed in the flow-oriented coordinate system. To be able to 
have viable results, extensive smoothing is required along the water flow, which however spreads out 
the values and results in an overall averaged outcome with crisp artefacts [Figure 4.29]. Additionally, 
the value assignment is highly dependent on the sampled data locations. 
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Figure 4.29. Nearest Neighbour interpolation for 7 cross-sections. Left: No smoothing. Right: Gaussian window 
smoothing. 

 

4.6.3 IDW 

The di stance w eighing f actor pe rspective f or I DW w as g iven i n §2.2, E q. 2.8, 2.9. With ID W 
however, the anisotropy factor is not taken into account. Therefore, given a meandering river, a global 
interpolator for IDW can have relatively bad results, especially in parts where the meander river banks 
are close to each other. To avoid this, the transformation to the flow-oriented coordinate system of the 
sampled data is a necessity. 

Another problem of the IDW is that it is sensitive to clustering and spacing between the sampled data, 
something significant in the case of cross-sections. The power factor in Eq. 2.9 needs to be relatively 
large depending on the distances be tween sampled data. Regular va lues f or it a re 2 or  3 ; however, 
when dealing with scarce data, it is necessary to have much larger values, otherwise the interpolation 
results in an over-generalized output. In the experiments, values between 4 to 25 were used. Applying 
this large power exponent for the inverse distances, together with smoothing along the water flow, a 
satisfactory result may be retrieved. However, it is  usually difficult to scale the power factor to the 
sampled data sampling distances. An example is shown in Figure 4.30 below. 

 

Figure 4.30. IDW with power exponent = 10, 7 cross-sections. Left: No smoothing. Right: Gaussian window 
smoothing. 
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4.6.4 EIDW 

This m ethod is similar t o th e I DW, a pplying a  w eighted d istance f actor. I t a lso p rofits f rom 
transforming th e d ata into th e f low-oriented co ordinate sy stem, w hich i s n ecessary f or a co rrect 
weighting o f the d istances. T hat is b ecause this m ethod a ccounts f or t he an isotropy i n t he d ata 
specified. This i s introduced by the anisotropy factor as explained in §2.2 (Eq. 2.10) , which brings 
closer the data points on the longitudinal direction of the water flow (s-direction). Therefore, sampled 
data first need t o be  de scribed i n t hat s ystem a nd t hen a nisotropically weighted f or e ach unknown 
point. 

The effect of the power exponent here can be made less severe and brought closer to normal values 
without need to adjust much. Furthermore, smoothing can be  of  less influence, mainly because t he 
underlying process is already performed in part by the anisotropy consideration. The anisotropy ratio 
itself can be either arbitrarily defined or ascertained by computing the variance ratio of the sampled 
data. The example of this method lies below [Figure 4.31]. 

 

Figure 4.31. EIDW with power exponent = 5, ar = 8, 7 cross-sections, no smoothing. 

4.7 Fusion of Datasets 

The interpolation methods can provide an output depending on the input data received. The more the 
data, the better the output is approximated to the ground truth dataset. However, in the current thesis 
the data available are scarce, which complicates the results of the aforementioned spatial interpolation 
methods. The bed topography computed by the physics-based model can provide the extra feedback 
on areas of missing values. 

In order to make t he best use of t he two datasets, a straightforward assumption i s made to apply a 
number of  w eights to the i nterpolated dataset and t he model’s dataset. T hese w eights gain values 
depending on how close each unsampled point lies to a sampled point or a cluster of known data. The 
closer it is, the more the interpolated result should be accounted for its value, whereas points further 
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away f rom sam pled p oints co nsider t he co mputed model t opography to be  t he m ost v aluable 
estimator.  

Applying these w eights to t he t wo d atasets a third “f used” d ataset i s acq uired. A ny t ype o f 
interpolation c an b e u sed in  th is p rocess, h owever ta king in to c onsideration a ll the theoretical 
assumptions a nd p erspectives t hat g uided this thesis u ntil he re, the E IDW i n a f low-oriented 
coordinate system is the one used for the fusion.  The two types of scarce datasets described (cross-
sectional o r t rackline data), presented i n [Figure 4.17] a nd [ Figure 4.18]) a lso a ssume d ifferent 
weights based on the assumptions of their structure in space. 

The two weights of the interpolation and the model add up to one, so that when multiplied with the 
respecting co mputed v alues o n the sp ecific l ocation they r esult in a  f used v alue t o as sign to the 
unknown poi nt. Therefore, t he weights have values i n the r ange of [ 0,1]. T aking that i nto 
consideration, a simple equation of a masked result is as follows: 

𝐹𝐹(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) =  𝑤𝑤(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) 𝐵𝐵(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) +  (1 − 𝑤𝑤(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛)) 𝐼𝐼(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) 
 

(Eq. 4.6) 

where: 

F(s,n) : fusion result at (s,n) 

B(s,n) : model result at (s,n) 

I(s,n) : interpolation result at (s,n) 

w(s,n) : model weight at (s,n) 

 

4.7.1 Cross-sectional Scarce Data 

To model the weighting behaviour mentioned i n t he previous paragraph, each of the c ross-sections 
that has known data is perceived as a cluster of data. Under this assumption, any unsampled point that 
lies in between two sampled cross-sections receives two weights: one in respect to the physics-based 
model computed t opography and one  of  t he interpolated dataset. On a  c onceptual l evel, a  g radient 
weighting i s f ormed be tween e ach couple o f c ross-sections, w ith the w eights cl oser t o the c ross-
sections having values close to 1.0 for the interpolated result and 0.0 for the model’s result, and vice 
versa in the middle between the cross-sections [Figure 4.32]. 

 

Figure 4.32. G radient c oncept o f w eights a pplied i n f usion method f or cross-sectional s carce data. B lack c olour 
corresponds to the interpolated result, whilst white to the model computed topography. 

 

The procedure to achieve this is as follows. Initially the locations of the cross-sections on the grid are 
computed. Then, the distances of an unsampled point to the two (different) closest cross-sections is 
calculated. Afterwards, the weight of the model is calculated based on the distances a point has to the 
in between cross-sections, according to the following equation: 
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𝑤𝑤(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) =
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(Eq. 4.7) 

 

D is the largest distance of the two and d the smallest. This ratio (w(s,n)) acquires values between [0,1] 
and i s the weight applied to the physics-based model result. The weight for the in terpolation is the 
result of subtracting the aforementioned ratio from 1, as per Eq. 4.6. 

Assuming t wo c ross-sections at  a certain d istance, t he ab ove w eights g ain v alues acc ording to the 
diagram shown i n Figure 4.33 below, based on  E q. 4 .7. To m ake a co nnection t o t he conceptual 
representation o f these w eights, Figure 4.34 shows how  the model’s weights ar e d istributed as a  
gradient function between the cross-sections. An example result follows in Figure 4.35. 

 

Figure 4.33. Weights a pplied t o u nsampled points based o n t heir distances f rom sampled a reas. F or e ach dataset: 
blue colour for the model, red for the interpolation. 

 

Figure 4.34. Physics-based model weights as dispersed in between cross-sectional data. The inverse of these colours 
would respond to the weights of the interpolated dataset. 
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Figure 4.35. F usion dataset r esult f or cross-sectional s carce data, u sing E IDW ( 7 c ross-sections) a nd the phy sics-
based model. 

4.7.2 Trackline Scarce Data 

When o nly t rackline d ata is av ailable, the d istances between t he sam pled p oints h ave n o sp ecific 
relation, especially if the way of collection is unorderly. There is not a certain rule for the weights to 
be applied in this case to each of the model and interpolated results. A way of dealing with disorderly 
data is to assign a threshold distance value. 

For each unsampled point, the distance to the closest sampled point is calculated (d). If it is above the 
given threshold (Dthres), the computed model result receives a weight of 1.0 and the interpolated value 
a 0.0. I f i t is less than the threshold, a fraction of the two distances can give a v alue between [0,1]. 
Therefore, the conditional is formed as: 

𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊 𝒅𝒅 ≥ 𝑫𝑫𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕: 
        𝑤𝑤(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) = 1 
𝒕𝒕𝒆𝒆𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕: 

        𝑤𝑤(𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛) =  
𝑑𝑑

𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠
 

 

 
 

(Eq. 4.8) 

This calculation can be extended by additional requirements like the unsampled point needing to be to 
at l east k other sampled points below the threshold, or assume an averaged resulting distance to at 
least k other closest sampled points. A simple suggestion for a relatively straight river would be to use 
the smallest cross-sectional width as this threshold distance. 

In the current context, for the cases where the Test datasets have been extracted in a s tructured way 
(IJssel, Kootenai) the threshold distance can also be calculated. In the Danube case, an educated guess 
is assumed close to each channel’s average width (about 300 m). The conceptual depiction of such 
trackline data weighting of the model’s values can be seen in Figure 4.36. Below that is an example of 
the resulting fused dataset for the Kootenai River bend [Figure 4.37]. 
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Figure 4.36. Physics-based model weights as dispersed in between trackline data. The inverse of these colours would 
respond to the weights of the interpolated dataset. 

 
Figure 4.37. Fusion dataset result for trackline scarce data, using EIDW and physics-based model results. 

4.8 Validation 

Validation of the devised method is made possible by providing evidence that the requirements and 
goals set are fulfilled. This can be in terms of presenting the results, comparing with other methods or 
proving the solution’s correctness. 

For evaluating the results of the Fusion method, comparisons between the ground-truth data and the 
resulting datasets are made for the proposed method, the physics-based model and t he spatial 
interpolations. The stricter output is in the form of the numerical evaluator of Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE) values, w hich is a co mmonly ad dressed m odel ev aluator. It can  b e a h arsh m easurement 
because it punishes both consistent bias and large error variance, as mentioned in §2.3. 
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A single numerical value cannot always display all features captured by a method. Therefore, a visual 
qualitative depiction with error maps i s p resented t o address a m ore intuitive evaluation. The error 
maps show a distinct view of the signed difference between the ground truth and the predicted fused 
results. W ith t hem, ar eas o f w rong p redictions are m ore h ighlighted b y o verestimated o r 
underestimated values. An example is shown in Figure 4.38. 

 
Figure 4.38. Error map of Fusion method, trackline dataset of Figure 4.35. 

One step further is considering the application use of the results, which is aimed for the RAT-IN tool 
for ship n avigability. Therefore, a final es timator ca n b e t he normalized half-width c ross-sectional 
slope (NHWS), which focuses on t he centralized area of interest. Here, the slope is assumed as the 
angle formed by the first-degree polynomial (linear) fit to the points in the centralized half-width for 
each cross-section of a dataset [Figure 4.39].  

 

Figure 4.39. Depiction of half-width slope in a cross-section. Only the middle yellow points are used for the 1st degree 
polynomial fit (red line). 
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The slope is normalized by the water depth calculated at the central point of the slope so that the depth 
factor of the curve fit is also considered. By popular notation: 

 assuming the cross-sectional curve fit as: 

𝑧𝑧(𝑛𝑛) = 𝑎𝑎 𝑛𝑛 + 𝑏𝑏,                      with   𝐵𝐵
4

 ≤ 𝑛𝑛 ≤ 3𝐵𝐵
4

    

 where B is the width at the given cross-section, the NHWS is given by: 

𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑅𝑅 =  
1

ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑟
𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑏𝑏
𝜕𝜕𝑛𝑛

 =  
1

𝑎𝑎 𝐵𝐵2 + 𝑏𝑏
 𝑎𝑎 

 

(Eq. 4.9) 

The comparison and critical evaluation is made by graphical representation [Figure 4.40] in the sense 
of how much the predicted data follow the cross-sectional slopes defined by the centralized half-width 
points of a channel as shown in §2.3.  

 

  
Figure 4.40. N ormalized H alf-Width S lope f or all i nterpolation methods, model a nd F usion method o f t rackline 
dataset of Figure 4.18. 
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5 Results and Evaluation 
 

 

In t he pr evious two chapters, the o verall p rocedure of t he methodology and i mplementation were 
presented. In this chapter, the steps presented are applied on all study cases and results are acquired 
for each river ch annel. The ev aluation p rocedure commences w ith the u se o f RMSE as n umerical 
estimator and error maps for analysis and critical reflection. NHWS is also used to bring more insight 
to the evaluation. It is to be noted that RMSE values are relative to each case and especially subjective 
to the local riverbed elevation order. 

Six river bends from three rivers have been chosen, two from each river. To validate that the bends 
chosen hold a mild curvature, the curvature ratio (γ) is used as described on §2.1. The constructed 
grids were made to hold cells as close as possible to the data’s resolution or to an extent that would 
allow for an accurate representation of the results. All data are presented relative to sea level and all 
depth values are in meters. 

“Scarce” data w ere co nsidered depth data t hat are located o nly o n a few o f t he cu rvilinear g rid’s 
intersection node points. In particular, the overall number of these grid’s points is considered to hold 
the full possible represented data, however if known depth values are below a certain number of them, 
they are labelled as scarce. This is referred as percentage of data coverage, where 100% responds to 
all such grid points having a depth value. The data thinning for the Test datasets was made in terms of 
number of cross-sections and trackline distances from each sinusoidal curve. 

At f irst, al l o f the t hree r ivers ar e p resented w ith t he p arts ch osen ( §5.1). Then, f or e ach r iver t he 
results o f the p hysics-based m odel, t he s patial i nterpolations a nd the p roposed Fusion m ethod are 
presented (§5.2, §5.3, §5.4) and a summary is given in the end (§5.5). Only a few selected test cases 
and results are presented in this chapter. For further examples, refer to Appendix C: Test Results. 

5.1 Study Cases 

The river choices m ade f or t he ex tent o f this r esearch an d t he ev aluation o f t he ap plied m ethod 
involve t hree ca ses of v arying i nterest. A ll t hree rivers ar e w ithin c lose t o very cl ose r ange t o 
populated areas, but serve different interests. Most importantly, the rivers should be of a meandering 
alluvial f ormation, in or der for t he p hysics-based model a nd t heory to be a pplied w ithout 
complications. S econdly, data needed to be  a vailable if possible in multibeam form. Finally, the 
selection was based upon the degree to which the human factor has been present and intervened to the 
natural f ormation of t he river. Towards these g oals, t he cases o f I Jssel ( Netherlands), D anube 
(Romania) and Kootenai (US Idaho) have been chosen, which in this order have a decreasing degree 
of human intervention. 

Two c hannel pa rts pe r r iver ha ve be en c hosen to c over v arious d ifferent c ases and p resent m ore 
output for generality of results. These cases included features appearing at or near bends, therefore the 
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choices targeted such areas. For Danube, longer channel parts were chosen due to the l imited data. 
Together w ith t he gr ound-truth representation, the curvature ratio (γ, Eq. 2.1 ) maximum a nd mean 
values a re g iven f or e ach channel b end to v alidate their r esponse to the m ild curvature (γ ≈ 0.1) 
expectancy. 

What follows is a display of the three rivers and their ground-truth datasets (§5.1.1 to §5.1.3) after the 
initial d ata h ave b een a ggregated o n th e c urvilinear g rid, a s w ell a s th e v alues r elating t o th e 
hydrographical parameters used for the experiments (§5.1.4). 

5.1.1 Kootenai (US) 

 

 

Figure 5.1. Kootenai River, US (Credit: Alan Negrin). 

 

The Kootenai (or Kootenay) River in Idaho of the United States is a mostly natural river extending its 
reach from Rocky, Salish, and Purcell Mountains to the Cabinet Mountains and north terminating at 
Kootenai Lake in British Columbia. Anthropogenic influence does exist in shape of small dikes and 
the Libby Dam constructed in 1972, which was hypothesized to have caused problems to the natural 
habitat of the river. In response, in 2009 the Kootenai Tribe of Idaho released and implemented the 
Kootenai R iver H abitat R estoration Master P lan, w hich w ith t he s upport of  the U .S. G eological 
Survey scientific agency (USGS) l ead t o t he collection of  t he da taset a t ha nd [Fosness 2013 ]. The 
dataset is available freely online [USGS 2013] and is in full multibeam xyz format in irregular form. 
The time frame in which it was collected was 3 months (May to July, 2011), but at the moment exact 
hydrographical data is not available. Nevertheless, in lieu of any further information, a provided web 
service a llows for some a pproximations (http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?site_no=12310100) 
together with a sedimentation report [Barton 2004].  

The chosen bends include parts of the river with interesting bed formations and some varying widths 
with natural erosion and sedimentation. These cases are presented in coming [Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, 
Figure 5.4] below. 

 

 

http://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/uv?site_no=12310100
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Figure 5.2. Kootenai River bend #1 (North, ~1.6 km). Curvature ratios: γmax = 0.37, γmean = 0.11. 

 

Figure 5.3. Kootenai River bend #2 (South, ~1.8 km). Curvature ratios: γmax = 0.33, γmean = 0.08. 
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Figure 5.4. Kootenai River location and dataset. (Left: Fosness 2013, Right: Bing maps). 

 

5.1.2 IJssel (Netherlands) 

 
Figure 5.5. The IJssel River, the Netherlands (Commercial usage, all rights released). 

 
The Rhine in Europe is a river that originates from the Swiss canton Graubünden and empties into the 
North Sea in the Netherlands. The Waal and IJssel rivers of the latter country have been commonly 
used for research purposes, given the high interest in protecting the land from floods. As such, a large 
number of hydrographical data is available, yet it is to be noted that there has been extensive human 
interference upon them, since include flumes, groynes, dikes and other artefacts. Out of the two, the 
IJssel section is chosen, as it holds an additional interest due to its almost uniform width and because 
it acts as a busy navigation route for ships Areas with bends, far apart from each other and (as much 
as p ossible) v arying w idths w ere chosen and ar e p resented in [Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7, Figure 5.8] 
below. The datasets are of full multi-beam coverage on a regular spacing of 1 by 1 meters. 
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Figure 5.6. IJssel River bend #1 (North, ~4.25 km). Curvature ratios: γmax = 0.47, γmean = 0.15. 

 

Figure 5.7. IJssel River bend #2 (South, ~3 km). Curvature ratios: γmax = 0.15, γmean = 0.09. 
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Figure 5.8. IJssel River (blue) in the Netherlands and dataset (Left: Wikipedia, Right: Bing Maps). 

 

5.1.3 Danube (Romania) 

 

 

Figure 5.9. Borcea Branch of Danube River, Romania (Credit: Andi Schlangen). 
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The Danube is a river used since ancient t imes for transport and trade. At 2800 km i t i s the second 
largest river in Europe, 2400 km of it being navigable. In Romania the Bala-Borcea part is nowadays 
the main navigational route, which however creates some bottlenecks due to the limited width of the 
fairway. The Romanian dataset for this project l ies between Calarasi and Braila, close to the Black 
Sea w here the D anube e mpties into. I n t he B orcea branch, interest lies in  m onitoring t he w estern 
branch for navigational purposes. These parts have been expectedly influenced by the human element, 
which is heavier in these areas, but still the Danube holds some of its natural perspective. 

The two cases chosen lie close to each other inside the west Borcea branch. The available data is in 
single-beam form and of varying density, changing from parts with only some ship tracklines to other 
much more densely collected profiles of close cross-sections. The width may be varying, but usually 
in a smooth fashion along t he river f low, c onsidering t he generalized r iver banks. Some 
hydrographical data is available from past reports. [Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12] depict those 
bends. Their maximum curvature ratio, although relatively high locally (max), it does not exceed the 
mild curvature requirement. 

 

 

Figure 5.10. Danube River bend #1 (North, ~8.5 km). Curvature ratios: γmax = 0.96, γmean = 0.29. 
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Figure 5.11. Danube River bend #2 (South, ~6.5 km). Curvature ratios: γmax = 0.52, γmean = 0.21. 

 

  
Figure 5.12. Danube in Romania and dataset (Left: http://www.danube-river.com, Right: Bing maps). 

 

5.1.4 Additional Data 

Additional data related to each river had to be also collected for the extent of the chosen channels, in 
order f or t he phy sics-based model t o c ompute t he b athymetric dataset. T hese are mainly the 
hydrographical parameters described in §4.5.2. They are assumed to be known or an educated guess 
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can be made about them. Because most of these parameters are not exact in nature, the Monte-Carlo 
simulation was used to assume the ‘optimal’ values, making use of the devised ground-truth datasets. 
Table 4.1 below summarizes the values collected from various sources used as the mean values of the 
Gaussian distribution and Table 4.2 the final calibrated values for input in the model. 

 

Table 4.1. Collected and educated guesses of hydrographical parameter values. [Green: Barton 2004, Fosness 2013; 
Blue: Sedimentation Report, Deltares; Red: Project Reports, Deltares]. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Kootenai #1 Kootenai #2 IJssel #1 IJssel #2 Danube #1 Danube #2 
C[m1/2/s] 57 70 65 65 40 60 
i  [-] 2*10-5 2*10-5 9*10-5 9*10-5 4*10-5 4*10-5 

D50 [m] 750*10-6 500*10-6 458*10-6 4014*10-6 200*10-6 200*10-6 
a  [-] 2.0 3.5 1.5 2.5 1.2 0.85 
Q  [m3/s] 1200 1200 650 650 4000 4000 
  

Table 4.2. Calibrated hydrographical parameter values after 10,000 runs (Monte Carlo simulations). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Kootenai #1 Kootenai #2 IJssel #1 IJssel #2 Danube #1 Danube #2 
C[m1/2/s] 59.26 66.88 63.66 65.77 45.57 64.05 
i  [-] 1.99*10-5 2.01*10-5 9.11*10-5 9.00*10-5 4.04*10-5 4.05*10-5 

D50 [m] 814.53*10-6 520.59 *10-6 458.55*10-6 4013.52*10-6 182.18*10-6 218.42*10-6 
a  [-] 3.11 2.91 1.17 1.44 1.20 1.04 
Q  [m3/s] 1174.30 1200.16 644.77 656.22 4004.74 3983.65 
 

5.2 Kootenai – Results 

Throughout the implementation steps described in Chapter 4, the North bend of the Kootenai River 
was used to r epresent t he i ntermediate r esults. Here t he p rocess i s f ully followed f or a  number o f 
different cross-sectional and trackline Test datasets. 

The general result in terms of RMSE values d isplays a cl ear trend for both datasets. In the case of  
cross-sectional data [Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14], the RMSE values are increasing in a similar manner 
for a ll i nterpolation m ethods w hile t he da ta a re t hinned dow n f rom 9 c ross-sections t o 2  cr oss-
sections. However, the method’s results are displaying an interesting observation; a lthough the data 
are thinned out, the overall RMSE result for the fusion method stays quite stable. This is probably to 
be a ttributed t o a w ell-calibrated p hysics-based model r esult. I t is t o be  not ed t hat by  ha ving a  
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relatively stable RMSE level, the fusion method outperforms all spatial interpolation methods for any 
data below 8 cross-sections in the North bend and anything below 6 cross-sections in the South bend. 
That corresponds to a ny c ross-sections’ s pacing l arger t han 200 m f or Kootenai #1 and 225  m f or 
Kootenai #2. 

 

 

Figure 5.13. RMSE values for cross-sectional Test datasets for Kootenai #1. 

 

 

Figure 5.14. RMSE values for cross-sectional Test datasets for Kootenai #2. 
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With t he trackline d atasets, t he i ntervals between the p ercentages of data are larger b ecause o f t he 
sinusoidal shape of the data i tself. With fewer curves, a m uch lesser number of points are sampled. 
Nevertheless, t he R MSE values c an i n g eneral b e l ower t han in t he cr oss-sectional d atasets. I t i s 
obvious that the IDW and Nearest Neighbour methods a re f ailing the most i n this c ase. This is 
because of the way they interpolate points which are closer to the sampled data, without regard for 
anisotropy [Figure 5.15]. EIDW does take it into account and Linear interpolation is performing well 
because o f its b arycentric/gradient d irection of interpolation i n f low-oriented coordinates. I n f act, 
when data is plenty, linear interpolation can outperform the rest, but below 0.25% the proposed fusion 
method is be tter [Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17]. The reason f or t he sudden jumps t hat ap pear m ore 
strikingly in these test cases is because of the samples failing to pass through an important riverbed 
feature like a local erosion or sedimentation part. 

  

Figure 5.15. IDW failure in trackline datasets. Left: Trackline Test data (0.24% coverage), Right: IDW result, power 
exponent = 4, smoothing applied. 

 

 

Figure 5.16. RMSE values for tracklines Test datasets for Kootenai #1. 
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Figure 5.17. RMSE values for tracklines Test datasets for Kootenai #2. 

 

The Kootenai River is mostly a natural river where various planform changes in its general structure 
may cause unexpected artefacts to appear. One of the most striking ones is the sudden erosion hole at 
the no rth o f Kootenai be nd #1 ( North, Figure 5.3). This f eature cannot be  covered by  t he model’s 
simplified equations, nor  interpolated by any method. Therefore, if there is no data collected in the 
area, it is  impossible to p redict these cases. However, in areas where predictable erosion and 
sedimentation happens, the method can be very successful in achieving a much better reconstruction 
of the riverbed than an interpolated result. This is shown in Figure 5.18 for two different scenarios. 
For Kootenai bend #1 [Figure 5.18 a,c,e] the testing trackline does not pass through the bend’s erosion 
pattern. F or Kootenai #2 [Figure 5.18 b,d,f] an  ex treme case o f o nly 2  cross-sections is p ortrayed, 
which a lthough do no t cover the m iddle of  the be nd, t he fusion m ethod m anages t o recreate the 
pattern. 

In the latter case of Kootenai #2 bend, the success of merging the two datasets from EIDW and the 
model’s computed riverbed topography is even more striking when the error maps of these cases are 
deployed. A s seen i n Figure 5.19, t he m odel su ffers p artially i n v arious a reas o ver-estimating o r 
under-estimating the depths. On the other hand, the EIDW interpolation result is obviously failing at 
the channel’s most curved part since it was omitted from sampling. However, when combined, most 
of the differences are mitigated and only some depths are mostly underestimated (ground-truth depths 
are de eper t han t he fusion m ethod’s results). F or na vigation pur poses, this is pr eferable t o 
overestimating depths, because if a bend is considered deeper than it is, there might be problems with 
larger ships running aground.  

These r esults are supported by  t he N HWS pr esented i n Figure 5.20. T he f usion m ethod’s slope 
follows closely the ground-truth values, whereas the other methods deviate greatly. In the graph, the 
fusion’s curve is achieving the trough realized by the counter-clockwise erosion in the middle of the 
bend, d ue to the m odel’s successful pr ediction. I n t he m ore s table p arts before a nd a fter that, the 
EIDW interpolation’s results help achieve the more static profile. Similar results appear for the two 
Kootenai bends cases when data is very scarce, but i t must be noted that in most of the remaining 
results Linear interpolation performs better in the NHWS graphs. 
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Figure 5.18. Kootenai r iver b ends s uccessful pr edictions by  f usion method: ( a,b) T est d atasets ( tracklines: 0 .14% 
data, cross-sections: 2, or 0.04% data), (c,d) EIDW partially failing result, (e,f) fusion result (EIDW and model). 
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Figure 5.19. Error Maps for Kootenai #2, of 2 cross-sections as Test dataset (Figure 5.18 b): (a) Physics-based Model 
difference, (b) EIDW difference, (c) Fusion method difference. 

 
Figure 5.20. NHWS for Kootenai #2, with 2 sample cross-sections (Figure 5.18 b). All methods. 

5.3 IJssel – Results 

IJssel is a river affected by the human interference. In general, it holds very little variations in widths, 
but the chosen b ends h ave a large d ifference in av erage ch annel w idth b ecause of t heir fa r-apart 
locations. One of them lies north close to Zwolle where the river is wider (average width: 143 m) and 
the other to the south close to the beginning of the IJssel near the branching of the Nederrijn (average 
width: 80 m ). It should be noted that a lthough mediated in numbers by the initial choice selection, 
wherever p resent, g roynes’ an d d ikes’ artefacts of l ocal pools a re impossible to simulate correctly, 
only partially. Neither the model nor the interpolation methods can capture the specific formation of 
these pools [Figure 5.21]. However, the general estimate i s closer to the expected deepening of the 
outer bends. Furthermore, dune  formations are o f c ourse n ot detectable bot h due to the model’s 
assumptions and due to little data available for interpolation. The subsequent smoothing also erases 
any sharp detected areas. 

 

Figure 5.21. Interference of groynes at riverbed morphology, IJssel (Bing maps). 
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Larger spans of the river were chosen for the IJssel cases, therefore a higher number of cross-sections 
was tested (11 to 4 cross-sections). For IJssel bend #1 (North) the RMSE results in Figure 5.22 hold a 
similarity to the ones detected in Kootenai rivers, with EIDW and Linear interpolations showing very 
close patterns, but the Fusion method outperforms both for scarce data of less than 11 cross-sections 
(0.37% data coverage). This corresponds to cross-section spacing distances of more than 385 m. On 
the other hand, the southern bend of IJssel #2 presents a more linear display of features [Figure 5.23]. 
This can be attributed to the smaller average width of the channel and the higher water flow, and can 
also relate to its low curvature ratio. As a subsequence, the Linear interpolation is the most beneficial 
choice i n t erms of  R MSE, a lthough w ith little differences from t he f used r esults. W ithout loss of  
generality of the foregoing, the fusion method could use instead of the EIDW, the results of the Linear 
computations to reach a better approximation in cases as these. Contradictorily, IDW fails in this case 
because of the large gaps between the cross-sections and the lack of any anisotropic considerations. 

 
Figure 5.22. RMSE values for cross-sectional Test datasets for IJssel #1. 

 
Figure 5.23. RMSE values for cross-sectional Test datasets for IJssel #2. 
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When the sampled data have a t rackline pattern, there lies a certain distinction again between IDW / 
Nearest Neighbour and EIDW /  Linear spatial interpolations. The f irst two are failing for the same 
reasons as m entioned i n t he K ootenai ca ses i n § 5.2. The o ther two a re i nterchanging i n R MSE 
response, yet being very close in their values. As such, the fused results do not bear a much different 
profile, outperforming the rest only in scarcer dataset cases o f IJssel #1 [Figure 5.24]. For IJssel #2 
[Figure 5.25], t he l inear features of the bend match better to the EIDW results for denser samples, 
mainly due to t he ‘ zig-zag’ pa ttern o f t hem. However, be cause of  the ba d g eneral result f rom t he 
model’s estimations, the fusion method’s output is not managing to outperform the rest. In general for 
the I Jssel ca ses, t he t rackline Test d ataset R MSE v alues a re n ot b etter t han the o nes o f t he cr oss-
sectional ones for a similar amount of data.  

 

Figure 5.24. RMSE values for tracklines Test datasets for IJssel #1. 

 

 

Figure 5.25. RMSE values for tracklines Test datasets for IJssel #2. 
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Figure 5.26. IJssel #1 computed bed levels for cross-sectional Test data: (a)Test dataset (8 cross-sections, 0.27% data 
coverage), ( b)Physics-based model r iverbed topography, ( c,d) Linear interpolation and error map, ( e,f) EIDW a nd 
error map, (g,h) Fusion method and error map. 
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In all of the RMSE graphs shown, the responses are similar for the EIDW, Linear interpolations and 
the fusion method, except i n IJssel #1 for c ross-sectional Test data, where the proposed method 
performs be st. I n Figure 5.26, f or 8 cross-sections, t he two s patial interpolation m ethods a re 
displaying similar features, but at the same time failing at the bend’s topography estimation. With the 
fusion method some parts are better reconstructed and the overall result shows less of differences on 
the corresponding error map. This is also reflected in Figure 5.27 of the NHWS, the slope from the 
Linear interpolation is a lso performing well. On the graph, the existence of  some wrong peaks and 
troughs o f t he phy sics-based m odel’s estimations a re m ost p robably a result of m issing t he “ lag” 
factor estimation from the model. This factor is based on the assumption that certain features along 
the water flow of the river tend to appear later than expected by the model’s equations. This can be 
viewed for example in between about 1750-2250 m of the channel’s span. 

 

 

Figure 5.27. NHWS for IJssel #1, with 8 sample cross-sections (Figure 5.26 a). All methods. 

 

On the contrary, the results of the IJssel #2 show an appeal towards the linear interpolated output. As 
mentioned above, this is probably because of the relatively straighter planform style of little curvature 
for that part of the IJssel and because of the stronger currents running though such smaller widths. In 
Figure 5.29, although small the differences, a better performance by the Linear interpolation can be 
viewed. The main errors of the fusion method can be attributed mostly to the physics-based model. 
This can be cross-checked in Figure 5.28 of the NHWS, where the “lag” effect is again visible along 
the whole span of the channel. 

 

 

Figure 5.28. NHWS for IJssel #2, with 7 sample cross-sections (Figure 5.29 a). All methods. 
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Figure 5.29. IJssel #2 computed bed levels for cross-sectional Test data: (a)Test dataset (7 cross-sections, 0.19% data 
coverage), ( b)Physics-based model r iverbed t opography, ( c,d) L inear i nterpolation a nd e rror map, ( e,f) F usion 
method and error map. 
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5.4 Danube – Results 

In the final study case, two areas close to the bifurcations in south and north of Borcea were chosen. 
The initial av ailable d ata were i n s inglebeam f orm, random tracklines and c ross-sections merged 
together in one dataset. In order to extract Test datasets, manual operations commenced. However, the 
data w ere not  d ense e nough t o ha ve either cross-sections at r egular d istances or s pecific s inuous 
tracklines. F urthermore, since the whole of the riverbed was not c overed, no “full” gr ound-truth 
dataset covered the whole extent of  the grid. Nevertheless, t he whole of t he single-beam dataset is 
assumed to be the ground-truth dataset. A precise comparison cannot be made in terms of RMSE or 
inspecting the NHWS, but to the best possible extent, a discussion is made. 

In the north, the Danube bend #1 has little available data [Figure 5.10]. From that only 2 Test datasets 
were able to be extracted; one of 9 cross-sections and one trackline dataset [Figure 5.30, Figure 5.31]. 
In both cases, the interpolated results are showing some extensive smoothed-out results. This is most 
obvious in the cross-sectional case where there is a large gap between two consecutive cross-sections. 
The f usion m ethod’s results ar e m ore n atural-looking, w ith v arious g aps f illed w ith p redicted 
erosion/sedimentation patterns. 

 

 

Figure 5.30. Danube #1 interpolation and fusion method results for cross-sectional Test dataset: (a) Test dataset, (b) 
model riverbed topography, (c) EIDW result, (d) fusion method result (EIDW and model). 

 

 

Figure 5.31. Danube #1 interpolation and fusion method results for trackline Test dataset: (a) Test dataset, (b) model 
riverbed topography, (c) EIDW result, (d) fusion method result (EIDW and model). 
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However, the above results could also be misleading. In order to view a more accurate representation 
of t he river, all o f t he a vailable da ta [Figure 5.10] a re u sed for i nterpolation. The r esulting E IDW 
dataset [ Figure 5.32 a] shows so me sl ightly u nexpected p atterns o f “ lag” ef fects, esp ecially i n the 
southern part. These would not be able to be assumed by the physics-based model, but  once 
combined, the fused dataset displays a more “natural” look for rivers [Figure 5.32 b]. Because of the 
method’s processes, some minor artefacts are inescapable. 

 

Figure 5.32. Danube #1 interpolated and fused datasets using the full single-beam dataset available: (a) EIDW, with 
smoothed-out riverbed estimations, (b) Fused method results, with some artefacts in the middle of the channel. 

 

For Danube River bend #2, a denser single-beam dataset was available. As such, 9 cross-sections and 
1 trackline pattern were extracted. The 9 cross-sections were thinned down, with as much as possible 
regular spacing between the remaining ones each t ime. T he respective RMSE results [Figure 5.33] 
show a be tter output f or t he fused method for l ess t han 5 c ross-sections, c orresponding t o a  l arge 
spacing of 1300 m. This can be attributed to the small curvature ratio of the channel, but also to the 
fact that again the lag effects on river morphology are present. 

 

Figure 5.33. RMSE values for cross-sectional Test datasets for Danube #2. 
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Figure 5.34. Danube #2 computed bed l evels for cross-sectional Test data: (a) Test dataset (4  cross-sections, 0.48% 
data coverage), (b) Physics-based model, (c,d) EIDW and error map, (e,f) Fusion method and error map. 
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In such cases with limited data, the error maps can only show the difference of results for the points 
available [Figure 5.34 d,f]. In both the EIDW and the fused output, the depths are quite deviating from 
the g round-truth, but i n t he l atter one  l ess so. A  f ew overestimated de pths of  EIDW ( pink-colored 
points) a re brought t o more nor mal l evels in the fused method. However, the underestimated parts 
(black points) do not have a better response. 

Again, by using the full data coverage of the area [Figure 5.11], a better representation of what is the 
expected outcome can be retrieved [Figure 5.35]. There is again a definite lagging in the morphology 
of t he river, w hich c annot be  c aptured by  t he m odel, r esulting i n a n intermediate out come, which 
although might look more natural, it can have various shifting morphological artefacts. 

 

 

Figure 5.35. Danube #2 interpolated and fused datasets using the full single-beam dataset available: (a) EIDW, with 
smoothened-out riverbed estimations, (b) Fused method results, with some artefacts in the north part of the channel. 

5.5 Summary of Results 

The experiments performed i nvolved r iver channels of di fferent extents and with di fferent types of 
sampled data, cross-sections and tracklines. The fusion method is composed of the weighted sum of 
EIDW interpolation and physics-based model results. Interestingly, in the cases of scarcer data, the 
fusion m ethod outperformed t he s patial i nterpolation m ethods a nd t he physics-based m odel 
predictions. That w as doc umented in the I jssel a nd K ootenai rivers by R MSE va lues, vi sually 
inspected by  e rror maps and by t he general v iew of the NHWS along the channels’ spans. For t he 
Danube due to its limited ground-truth data, only one case could be assessed as such, whereas the rest 
were mainly visually inspected. 

In relation to the RMSE graphs, a ny i nconsistency in the trend as the data are thinned is to be 
attributed t o t he differences o f the s ampled r egions. During t he da ta t hinning, same ar eas a re not 
always sampled. Therefore, in some cases various unexpected morphological features are missed out, 
whereas in others they are included. If they cannot be reproduced by the physics-based model, they 
are totally omitted resulting in a general bad prediction by the fusion method. These irregularities can 
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cause the “jumps” in the graphs, evident in Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16. The basic conclusion from 
this is that where data is gathered matters for both interpolation and subsequently fusion methods. 

It w as further noted t hat E IDW and Linear interpolations displayed better results than IDW and 
Nearest Neighbour interpolations, especially in the cases of trackline Test data [Figure 5.13, Figure 
5.14, Figure 5.16, Figure 5.17, Figure 5.19, Figure 5.20, Figure 5.22, Figure 5.24, Figure 5.26]. That 
can probably be attributed to the spatial dependency of morphological features happening along the 
longitudinal direction in rivers. EIDW accounts for it by introducing the anisotropy factor and Linear 
interpolation f or its d irectional im plementation in  th e f low-oriented sy stem. In f act, L inear 
interpolation was reported to be equally good or better than the fusion method for a tested straighter 
bend [Figure 5.23, Figure 5.25, Figure 5.28, Figure 5.29]. 

Additional differences can be noticed in between the two different types of datasets. Cross-sectional 
Test data can be thinned and preserve regular distances. Trackline Test data are more difficult to have 
regular thinning in size. Therefore, larger differences exist in the RMSE graphs. Due to the variations 
of d ata s amples in  b etween th e th inning process, it w as n ot e asy t o define sp ecific p ercentage 
thresholds of data scarcity below which the fusion method performs the best. 

Error maps were able to display specific regions on a river channel where predictions stated over- or 
under-estimations [Figure 5.19, Figure 5.26, Figure 5.29, Figure 5.34]. Even though the model’s 
predictions a nd E IDW r esults ha d obvious a reas of  problematic output, t he fusion method a llowed 
them to complement each other and the final error map had such areas reduced.  

Because the fusion method is a result of the merged datasets of the physics-based model and EIDW 
outputs, the fusion’s NHWS varies between the two others. In some cases it was clear that the fusion’s 
result w as f ollowing c loser th e ground-truth’s sl opes al ong t he r iver sp an [ Figure 5.20]. H owever, 
quite o ften [Figure 5.28] i t i s ambiguous which method p erforms b etter according t o this measure, 
which is why it must be used with care. 
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6 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

 

In this thesis, the problematic case of l imited availability of bed topography data in rivers has been 
researched, focusing on meandering alluvial river channels. To deal with such “scarce” data, a method 
has be en pr oposed which m akes u se o f a p hysics-based model a nd spatial i nterpolation r esults, 
combining t hem t o a  c omplete s olution. This solution c an be ar a  more t horough a nd more na tural 
representation of the riverbed topography than the smoothed-out results of interpolation methods. In 
addition to it , a num ber of  steps h ave b een p resented, d uring w hich the overall implementation 
process has been elaborated on. 

The knowledge gained f rom t he r esearch pe rformed a nd t he implementation r esults is divided i nto 
four subsections. First, conclusions are drawn (§6.1), with remarks concerning the field of work and 
answers to the initial research questions. What follows is a discussion on the limitations of the overall 
procedure (§6.2) and afterwards recommendations of use of the method in its current state are given 
(§6.3). Finally, closure is given by proposals for future work on the field of study (§6.4). 

6.1 Conclusions 

6.1.1 Conclusive Remarks 

The most important remarks drawn from the research and experiments performed are the following: 

• spatial interpolation techniques in river channels can fail when the available data are scarce or 
a natural trend exists in the riverbed (§2.2, §5.2, §5.4) 

• a water-flow direction based interpolation can bear significantly better results (§4.6) 
• anisotropy plays an important role in the bathymetric variability of river channels and bends 

(§4.6, §5.2 to 5.4) 
• a p hysics-based model, e ven i f simplified in i ts de scription, c an he lp i nterpolation r esults 

reach a better outcome (§5.2 to 5.4) 
• morphological l ag e ffects in riverbed topography c annot b e represented by  the z ero-order, 

axi-symmetric physics-based model (§5.4) 
• smoothing ope rations a re required t o average o ut n atural b ed l evel v ariations at a sm aller 

scale (§4.5, §4.6) 

It h as b een sh own t hat the ca se o f s carce datasets can b e a  si gnificant d iminishing f actor i n t he 
performance of  s patial interpolation m ethods. The general f act i s t hat w ith l ess d ata, u nreliable 
estimates are r etrieved, r egardless o f the interpolation method. Scarce t rackline and cr oss-sectional 
data bear also a specific pattern, which does not allow for geostatistical interpolation techniques like 
Kriging t o r each an  a cceptable e stimation. Deterministic te chniques lik e Natural Neighbour also 
outputs overly generalized results, w hereas the o nes b y T hin P late S plines m ay r esult i n over or  
under-estimated representations. The methods tested in the thesis (Linear, Nearest Neighbour, IDW, 
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and EIDW) bear a h igher relation to the spatial dependence of the data and distances between them 
and are therefore more preferable. 

Concerning the flow directional dependence of data, rectangular Cartesian coordinates do not define a 
river channel’s boundaries in the correct manner. Therefore, the direction followed by the main water 
flow can d ictate a boundary-fitted c urvilinear coordinate system to base the i nterpolation upon.  T o 
structure t his in an ap plicable manner, a centerline to t he r iver’s p olygon i s d rawn t o describe the 
direction and a curvilinear grid is constructed upon which the interpolation is performed. 

Furthermore, due  t o t he natural p rocesses i ssued b y t he w ater f low i n c hannels a nd be nds, t he 
morphological features of the riverbed have a greater correlation along the water flow than transverse 
to it. This anisotropic dependence can influence the choice of interpolation. It has been shown that 
methods like EIDW and Linear interpolations can give a more accurate result, especially in the case of 
scarce data. Even more so, when the sampled scarce dataset has a trackline pattern, IDW and Nearest 
Neighbour are failing in their predictions, rendering their usage not recommended for scarce data. 

Some n atural f eatures undetectable b y spatial in terpolation m ethods can  b e p redicted b y p hysics-
based models, even i f t he unde rlying a ssumptions a llow for a  s implified one. I n th is thesis such 
simplified model i s us ed t o c ombine with the interpolated r esults. A dditionally, ba nk-line pr ofiles 
were used to cover the areas where the model equations cannot formulate the riverbed close to river 
banks. 

However, space lag effects may be existent in parts of the river channels, especially close to bends or 
alternating b ars r egions. They affect t he riverbed topography, c hanging the expected l ocation o f 
morphological patterns. As such, a  simplified physics-based model t hat does not account for them, 
such as the one used in this thesis, cannot predict the correct topography in cases where the lag effects 
are evident. Therefore, higher levels of modelling are required. 

Finally, s moothing ha s b een pr oven to be  a n important consideration in acquiring a  uni fied 
representation. I n t he t ransverse direction, it c an al low f or a b etter cr oss-sectional p ortrayal o f t he 
model’s r esults, whereas in t he l ongitudinal d irection i t c an help interpolations without a nisotropic 
considerations ( i.e. IDW, N earest Neighbour) r each a b etter e stimation. However, it w ould r equire 
some further research insight to be able to define the correct smoothing method or degree of window 
smoothing. In addition, smoothing of  the bed topography is generally dependent on its geology and 
sediment types present. Even if the general classification a river channel labels it as alluvial, there are 
variations to be considered while smoothing. 

6.1.2 Answers to Research Questions 

The main research question governing the thesis has been formulated in §1.6 as follows: 

“How can a spatial interpolation method be coupled with river morphology physics in 
order to approximate better the riverbed topography when input data are scarce?” 

The a nswer t o this qu estion i s the “ fusion” m ethod as described i n §4.7. The f usion method i s 
proposed to combine the datasets resulting from a spatial interpolation (EIDW) with the physics-based 
model riverbed t opography result. I n co ntext w ith the research q uestion stated ab ove, t he river 
morphology physics are incorporated by the use of two equations describing the water depth at the 
centerline (zero-order solution, Eq. 4.1) a nd the cross-sectional v ariations from i t (axi-symmetric 
solution, Eq. 4.5). The spatial interpolation chosen to be used for the combination is EIDW, because it 
abides to the anisotropic expectations for river morphology and gives a  more natural representation 
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devoid of  artefacts compared t o t he o ther methods considered. Scarce data have t he form of either 
tracklines or cross-sections. As such, in order to create a  relation between the two da tasets and the 
known data, the concept of weighting distances is brought forth. The further away an unknown point 
lies to a  sampled point, t he more t he model’s result for that location is considered. Vice versa, t he 
closer an unknown point is t o a  sampled point, the more t he interpolated result i s considered. This 
concept is formulated in terms of weights in the range of [0,1] to apply to the two datasets results (Eq. 
4.6). In t he case o f cr oss-sections the w eighting i s a pplied a s a membership f unction (Eq. 4 .7), 
whereas f or t rackline d atasets the w eights ar e acq uired as fractions o f d istances f rom a  t hreshold 
maximum di stance ( Eq. 4.8). The m ethod i s t herefore n amed a s “ fusion” m ethod be cause o f 
combining the two datasets. 

Along with the main research question, three more sub-questions have been posed for completeness: 

1. What is an objective function to measure ‘goodness-of-fit’ of the method? 

In o rder f or t he method to b e evaluated, t hree ways o f measuring t he r esults h ave b een p resented. 
RMSE of the overall result has been chosen as a numerical evaluator, error maps are used for a visual 
qualitative assessment and the Normalized Half-Width Slope (NHWS) of the transverse cross-sections 
gives further insight into what happens along the longitudinal direction of the channels, targeted to the 
areas of interest. From the experimental results, the conclusions vary. RMSE can be arguably the most 
objective evaluator, since it is a m easure t hat punishes both systematic e rror and error variance. In 
every case, it provides a single number that is scale dependent, but it allows a comparison in between 
the different prediction methods that are under evaluation. However, this measure can have a value 
that is smaller (better) for a result that in overall has a good response, but in a specific area of interest 
(i.e. a be nd) t he pr ediction f ails. This i s n ot n otable b y a si ngle n umber, an d as su ch not a lways 
desirable. T hat is w hy t he more q ualitative measure of  e rror m aps i s de ployed. W ith them, the 
depiction of problematic areas for the method’s predictions can be easier to detect, however it relies 
on the e valuation b y the s pectator and d oes n ot p rovide a clear o verall and obj ective result. The 
NHWS can partially give an understanding of the predicted result on a more centralized area of a river 
channel. The graph displays how well the predicted results’ cross-sectional slopes follow the ground-
truth ones, locating the areas of wrong predictions. However, it also cannot give a general statement 
for the state of the prediction. Based on the above, although the best course of action for each case 
would be  to i nvestigate a ll t hree evaluators, t he m ore ob jective one  and t he one t hat s hould b e 
considered at least as first definitive assessment is the RMSE value.  

 
2. What coordinate system allows for better predictions on riverbed topography? 

As shown in §4.6 and based on [ Merwade et al. 2006], interpolation in the Cartesian field (x,y) for 
river environments is a wrong course of action. The boundaries given by the river’s banklines direct 
the bathymetric variability and therefore the depth values. An assumption of equal value dispersion in 
the Cartesian plane is wrong. Therefore, a water flow-oriented system (s,n) is used. The assumption 
that g overns its  d efinition is th at th e m ain w ater f low direction t hat sh apes t he r iver i tself ca n b e 
approximated by the centerline of the river polygon. The flow-oriented coordinate system defines the 
data po ints on a  pl ane t hat ha s corrected di rectional dependences a nd i s f it f or p erforming sp atial 
interpolation methods. What was further noted is that the significance of using such a system is even 
higher w ith s carce d ata. Some d ata t hat lie c loser in t he C artesian p lane could act ually b e much 
further a part in th e f low-oriented s ystem and w ith scar ce data, the i nterpolated v alues could be  
influenced by data samples that would otherwise have a smaller impact. 
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3. How much of the full data can be thinned out and still have a successful outcome? 

During t he e xperiments, t he da ta ha ve be en i teratively t hinned ou t i n t erms of  num ber of  c ross-
sections per river bend or sinusoidal lengths for tracklines. This was not possible for the Danube case 
due to only partial coverage of the riverbed by the sampled data, but nevertheless some conclusions 
can be drawn. The general assumption that the more data available the better the interpolated result 
will b e can  f all s hort in cases such as r ivers where t here are feature s haping trends due t o na tural 
processes or geometric characteristic of the river. For example, a larger number of cross-sections does 
not necessarily guarantee a better prediction, if a certain local erosion or sedimentation pattern is not 
sampled. On the contrary, even 3 cross-sections in one bend can be enough, assuming that at least 1 of 
them is in the middle or a little downstream of the highest curvature area, depending on the test case. 
It has been shown [Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19] that even with extremely limited data the fusion method 
can succeed in its predictions. In all cases, test data of less than 1% of the full channel coverage were 
used as scarce data. The method could perform well even when less than 0.3% data were used. This is 
ambiguous t o t ranslate i nto a  c lear g lobal number o f c ross-sections o r t rackline l engths. H owever, 
some definite understanding can be drawn about the relation between the density of the data collection 
and the location of them on a bend or straight part of the river. 

6.2 Discussion on Limitations 

By pe rforming t he p rocedure followed in C hapter 4 on a n application level, t he m anual labour 
required for achieving a good riverbed representation i s significantly reduced f rom a f ew weeks of 
expert work t o a  number of hours. A single running of t he procedure itself is a matter of  minutes, 
since the usual computational time was within 2 to 4 minutes. However, including the pre-processing 
of data and definition of datasets, that time would expand. Furthermore, the user still has the task to 
tweak an d ch ange each  p rocedure’s o utput t o his or  h er liking i n or der to r each the be st result 
possible. H owever there a re so me l imitations t hat n eed to b e co nsidered an d u nderstood b efore 
applying the process and fusion method. 

The research performed in this thesis involved a larger number of considerations other than the main 
product solution of the fusion method proposed. At first, the problem of describing the data on a flow-
oriented coordinate system spawned the need for the construction of a curvilinear grid. To acquire it, 
the centerline problem was visited, where not a si ngle definitive solution exists. T he approximated 
centerline with the Voronoi method used in this thesis is subject to the number of points that describe 
the river polygon and the distances in between them. That is the reason that the densification of the 
polygon geometry i s r equired. If t he u ser a ims f or an  as p erfect as p ossible cen terline, t he 
densification m ay r esult in a  pol ygon w ith exceedingly l arge number of  edge points a nd t he 
subsequent V oronoi tessellation w ill d emand hi gher computation t imes. A  m ore g raceful solution 
could be drawn from analysing the areas that require such densification. 

The centerline is then used for constructing the curvilinear grid. The grid itself is an approximation of 
the river polygon and the way it is defined has a great impact on the representation and calculation of 
the w hole m ethod. The g rid i s the foundation o f al l p rocesses t aking p lace, l ike data ag gregation, 
physics-based model bathymetry estimation, interpolation and evaluation. For the same river channel 
if a different grid is described, different outcomes may be drawn. This limitation poses an importance 
weight on describing the grid with a good resolution that fits the purposes of the user of the tool. 
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The physics-based model’s prediction for the bathymetry is dependent on the hydrographical values 
inputted before calculation. Therefore, these values dictate the output. In this thesis, the assumption 
has been that these values are true and available from start. However, in the real world, some of them 
are d ifficult to b e p recisely d escribed d ue to t he ever-changing na ture of  r ivers. I t i s pr oposed t o 
advance these values with further investigation and theoretical considerations. As an example, in this 
thesis the Chézy roughness coefficient values have been chosen to alternate based on the local widths 
of the channels (Eq. 4.3). However, for much larger spans of rivers this measure could be misleading. 
An area or curve-based description of river parts could give a better conceptual answer to this issue. 

Considering the experiments performed with spatial interpolation, it ha s been shown that IDW and 
Nearest Neighbour methods require ex tensive sm oothing. Although t he s moothing a pplied on t he 
spatial i nterpolation results can be at tributed t o p hysical phenomena, t he sm oothing degree i tself 
needs to be carefully inserted in order to not exceed the expected outcomes.  

As far as the evaluation methods go, the NHWS poses some certain limitations in interpretation. In 
some cases, it can verify some outcomes or assumptions about the quality of the result, but quite often 
the r esponse o f th e L inear in terpolation w ould s eem to  b e th e m ost f itting r esult, e specially w ith 
scarcer data or on straighter parts of rivers. This is to be expected, since the measure displayed relates 
to a best-fitting curve for cross-sectional data. A linearly interpolated result also has fewer variations 
and that allows for a smoother and seemingly less erred NHWS graph. 

6.3 Recommendations for Use 

Bearing in mind the limitations presented in the previous paragraph, some recommendations for use 
can be given regarding the method in its present form. 

Firstly, it should be noted that the grid’s resolution does not bear a hindrance in terms of running time. 
For the same stretches, no significant change in computation times was noted when a finer grid was 
used in comparison t o a  coarser one . The computations r emained within a  five-minute stretch.  A s 
such, it is recommended to use as fine grid as possible, close to the initial collected data resolution. 
However, i t m ust also remain cl ear t hat s ince t he experiments w ere p erformed o n sh ort sp ans o f 
rivers, no clear conclusion can be made for running times for much larger stretches. 

The physics-based model’s results can be dependent on the extents of the bankline profiles chosen left 
and right on the grid. In a real-case scenario, the user would be able to manually assess the coverage 
of the scarce dataset; if the samples reach areas near the river banks, i t is advised to take them into 
account and include the bankline profile choice. If the data are limited to more centralized parts of the 
river, the model should y ield better p redictions if the g rid i tself i s adjusted to the data extents and 
these profiles are omitted. 

Concerning t he choice o f s patial i nterpolation for the f usion m ethod, i n t he ov erall de scribed 
procedure in C hapter 4 , EIDW w as u sed. H owever, i n c ases w here the river channel is relatively 
straight, it was shown that Linear interpolation can also have equally good or even better results. In 
such cases, it is advised that there is s uch c hange of choice b ased on the user’s es timation. An 
automated distinction for which parts are straight and which are still curved is left for further research. 

Concerning t he fusion method, it can produce relatively st able outputs. The pattern of the sampled 
data however may vary. If the data are in clear, regular cross-sections, the automated calculation of 
weights is possible (§4.7.1). The more ambiguous case is when they are in trackline or even random 
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format. In these cases, the safest choice is to make an educated guess of the best distance threshold to 
be given (§4.7.2). The user defines as such from which distance and on the results of the interpolation 
are not to be trusted and the values opt for the model’s calculations. 

Finally, the study cases used in this thesis were just some smaller parts of larger river channels. The 
method i tself c an easily be used on larger stretches, however not on es t hat include bifurcations. 
Therefore o nly si ngle ch annel stretches a re recommended for us e. N evertheless, the u ser ca n still 
segment the river in parts and have a separate assessment for each of them. 

6.4 Future Work 

The overall process steps together with the fusion method proposed offer a complete way to mitigate 
the problem of data scarcity by combining interpolated and model results. There is still room though 
for further development. A number of topics are listed below, separated in further research to be made 
within the scope of this thesis and extended work beyond it. 

6.4.1 Further Research 

• Validate Fusion method with more test cases. 

Although a big number of tests were performed on the three chosen rivers, the method proposed 
would s till r equire t o be  t ested on an  ex tended se t o f m eandering al luvial rivers. These r ivers 
could hold similar properties a s the ones chosen here to validate the method further or vary in 
properties like width, length and curvature to extend the cases covered. 

 
• Implement the space lag factor in river bends. 

It has been noted that in some r iver bends ( i.e. Danube), there is a  s treamwise lag effect in the 
expected erosion and sedimentation patterns formed by the main water flow. This can be on a first 
level a ttributed to  the geometric d escription of  the meandering r ivers, w hen t here a re multiple 
alternating bends in a short span of the river. This bears a problem, since the used physics-based 
model c annot predict s uch c ases a nd if these areas ar e n ot sam pled, interpolation also fails, 
leading t o a s ubsequent b ad e stimation by  t he fusion m ethod. A  f irst s imple recommendation 
would be to approach the issue from a geometric perspective and treat the water flow as particles. 
In this context, a ray-tracing algorithm can be applied, where vectors of expected water flow are 
defining the areas where the water particles “hit” and cause additional erosion. Areas devoid of 
these rays c ould be  defined w ith s maller de pths. The di fficulty l ies i n de fining the intensity o r 
applied weights of this fix. Another recommendation would demand the use of a better described 
physics-based model. I n [ Crosato 2008 ] a st eady-state si tuation i s covered w here t he flow 
velocity adapts to depth variations with a ce rtain spatial lag. An empirical space lag can also be 
assumed related to the curvature, like the kinematic meander models of [Ferguson 1984, Howard 
1984]. 

 
• Extend application to the whole river by piecewise implementation. 

The method as is can be implemented on parts or areas of rivers. An extended implementation to a 
whole r iver s tretch i s not  impossible t hough. I t w ould r equire s egmenting t he r iver i n s pecific 
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parts an d b y p iecewise application a ll depths o f t he whole s tretch of a  river c hannel would be 
possible to be c omputed. H owever, bifurcations or c ases with i slands would r equire s pecial 
treatment, mainly by redefining these areas by the grid basis. 

 
• Vary interpolation by semantically classifying river parts. 

Similar to the previous recommendation, the full river stretch could be segmented and classified 
by a certain geometrical or physical property. Then, based on that property, an automated choice 
could be made on which spatial interpolation to use for each segment. This property could be for 
example the curvature value, using Linear interpolation on straighter parts (small curvature) and 
EIDW cl ose to b ends (high cu rvature). The cl assification p rocess h owever r equires substantial 
research an d p ossibly to consider the boundaries by  f uzzy l ogics or pe rform c ustomized 
interpolation at the boundary areas of the connecting parts. 

 
• Minimize cross-sectional data collection. 

A r ecommended co urse of act ion for the trackline data can b e quite a d ifficult t opic t o assess. 
However some ideas in respect to the positioning of the cross-section data collection can 
minimize t he num ber of  the d ata required. U sually t he a reas of  pr oblematic or  une xpected 
behaviour are c loser t o t he sh arper p arts o f channel b ends. A s such i t i s a dvised to focus t he 
biggest number of cross-sections in these areas and only collect a few (1 or 2, depending on the 
river stretch) in straighter parts of the river. A first recommendation to automatize the assessment 
would be to classify t he river by t he local curvature ratio. Wherever the ratio i s l arger (mainly 
sharp b ends an d o f sm aller w idths) t he m ore cr oss-sections ar e required t o h ave a b etter 
assessment. 

6.4.2 Extended Work 

Extending t he project’s scope one c an r each a v ast field f or f uture w ork. A n obv ious f irst a rea o f 
research would be  to expand on the physics-based model’s r esponse with additional considerations 
such as non-linear effects, sharper bends, greater variations in widths and curvature, bifurcations and 
islands. Also a more scientific approach could be researched concerning the bankline profiles. A new 
complete model that would also assess these issues and also stay within logical limits of computations 
would be ideal for a rapid assessment and combination with the interpolated results. 

Another way to approach the problem would be to implement the interpolation on an earlier level of 
computation within the physics-based model. The physics-based model’s simplified equations could 
either be  implemented a s a bi as for interpolating or  of fer t he boundary conditions for a Thin P late 
Spline interpolation. Assuming a  data assimilation technique, the interpolation could also be guided 
by a set of rules defined by a hydrological model, trying in every step to minimize a set of values. 

Finishing w ith the a pplicability of  t he m ethod pr oposed, t he f usion m ethod could be researched 
further to reach a state where certain conclusions can be drawn concerning navigation using as scarce 
data as possible.  Assuming a more d etailed p hysics-based model a nd extended a ssumptions 
concerning the validity of the resulting depth values, navigational paths can be drawn and investigated 
whether they are usable by certain classes of vessels. That would give a more application-based result 
for the whole process and be a significant addition to the RAT-IN tool. 
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Appendix A: Centerline 
This Appendix reviews three possible ways to create the centerline of a polygon. The implementation 
and running t ime f or co mputation v aries, h owever t he results are r elatively t he s ame f or t he scale 
required b y t he p roject. A s su ch, the m ore e fficient an d l ess time-consuming was c hosen f or u se 
(§4.3.2). Nevertheless, all three were implemented and tested in QGIS and Python code. 

In overview, §A.1 covers the implementation by rasterizing the polygon and iteratively thinning the 
non-zero raster cells towards the center. §A.2 presents the Medial Axis Transform (MAT), which is a 
more mathematical d escription of  creating a  po lygon s keleton. F inally, §A.3 ha s the m ethod 
eventually used in the project, which involves the use of a Voronoi tessellation of the river polygon. 

A.1 Rasterization and Iterative Collapse 

A common way to extract the centerline for a  given polygon is through the process of rasterization 
and collapse. A raster is a spatial data model that, contrary to the continuous vector display, it defines 
space as an array of equally sized cells of regular rows and columns. As such, it is an approximated 
view of  t he r eal w orld a nd i t de pends o n t he s pecified resolution. The steps to f ollow in o rder t o 
extract the centerline with this procedure are the following: 

• Convert the polygon area to raster [Figure A.1] 
• Iteratively thin the non-zero raster values [Figure A.2] 
• Transform back to vector format and manually clean extended branches [Figure A.3] 
• Smoothen the centerline and points’ distances [Figure A.4] 

 

 

Figure A.1. Rasterization. White areas denote non-zero values (QGIS). 
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Figure A.2. Skeleton of the polygon after iterative thinning (QGIS). 

 

 

Figure A.3. Centerline after vectorization and manual removal of extra branches (QGIS). 
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Figure A.4.Centerline smoothing (Snakes Algorithm, GRASS plugin - QGIS). 

 

This method results in an approximation of a polygon’s centerline, which is highly dependent on the 
initial resolution of the raster polygon and i ts thinned-out cell approximation. Its greater drawbacks 
are its increasing computational time at higher resolutions and the requirement for manual deletion of 
the skeleton branches, which depending on t he case can be  large i n number. The final outcome 
requires smoothing, which is in all cases necessary due to the nature of raster cells being rectangular 
and the approximated centerline has a “zig-zag” pattern. I ts main advantage is that al l s teps can be 
implemented in any nowadays GIS software or can also be coded. Because however of the drawbacks 
stated above, this method is not used in the current thesis. 

A.2 Medial Axis Transform 

The Medial Axis describes a topological skeleton and was initially introduced as a tool for biological 
shape recognition [ Blum, 1967 ]. F or a  g iven pol ygon, t ogether w ith the radius f unction of  t he 
maximally inscribed discs, the Medial Axis Transform (MAT) [Vilaplana, 1996] describes the points 
inside the polygon that are centers of circles tangent in two or more points to the polygon’s boundary. 
For practical u se a version was coded in P ython, however t he i mplementation required t o d efine a 
starting p oint a nd d irection al ong w hich the circles are fitted. B ecause a  p recise ca lculation o f t he 
skeleton is usually very computationally intensive, discs of varying thresholds are used to fit on the 
polygon’s boundaries instead of the circles. The general steps are: 

• Define thresholds and starting disc and direction. 
• Compute skeleton, storing the network of bifurcation points [Figure A.5]. 
• Choose parts of network that describe the centerline. 
• Smoothen the centerline and regularize points’ spacing. 
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Figure A.5.Centerline construction through MAT. The “travelling” disc of specified threshold can be seen from the 2 
equal-center cicles (Python). 

As already stated above, this solution is very intensive computationally and requires a well-described 
algorithm to cover all cases of the different polygons. Furthermore, the threshold of the fitting discs 
defines the approximation of the centerline’s points. However, the process may stumble across local 
bifurcations and may e ncounter i ssues if the t hreshold i s not  de fined correctly. If t he pol ygons a re 
well-defined a nd without sudden bum ps t o their b oundaries, this m ethod c an de scribe t he b est 
possible approximation for t he centerline. However, due t o its r equirement for user interaction and 
necessity for precise description, together with the fact that the coded procedure is prone to failure, it 
is not used in this thesis. 

A.3 Voronoi Method 

A more practical and efficient method to use for calculating the centerline is the Voronoi Method. A 
Voronoi Diagram is retrieved by partitioning a plane based on equal distances from the given points 
[Figure A.6]. Given the river polygon’s outer boundary nodes as points, the Voronoi tessellation can 
approximate the polygon’s centerline [Roberts et al., 2005]. The Voronoi polygon’s edges which lie 
inside the polygon can be chosen by intersection and the resulting skeleton is trimmed to extract the 
centerline. The procedure requires how ever a de nsification of  the pol ygon bounda ry g eometry i n 
cases there are big gaps in between its nodes (long polygon edges). As such the general steps for this 
method are: 

• Densification of polygon geometry (define maximum distance between points and add points 
in case of exceeding it). 

• Calculation of the Voronoi tessellation [Figure A.7]. 
• Intersection with the polygon geometry to acquire the skeleton [Figure A.8]. 
• Definition of start-end branch points. 
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• Trimming of extra skeleton branches based on given points to acquire the centerline [Figure 
A.9]. 

• Regularization of points’ spacing along the centerline. 
 

 

Figure A.6.Voronoi Tesselation example (Grass, OSgeo). 

 

 

Figure A.7. Voronoi Tesselation and respective river polygon (Python, representation in QGIS). 
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Figure A.8. Voronoi skeleton extracted from Figure A.7(Python, representation in QGIS). 

 

 

Figure A.9. Voronoi-defined centerline (Python, representation in QGIS). 
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Other than the river polygon, in order to acquire one continuous centreline, the endpoints need to be 
defined by the user. By setting the coordinates of the start and the end points of the polygon’s extents, 
the algorithm can simply choose the closest skeleton branch points and keep those branches in order 
to c lean the remaining off from the skeleton. At l east 2 poi nts are required to have one continuous 
centerline, but i f more ar e set , the algorithm breaks the new branches as separate parts of multiple 
centerlines [Figure A.10]. In the river bends explored, none includes bifurcations, therefore such cases 
are not prominent. 

 

Figure A.10. Example of multiple branched centrelines in a braided river part of Danube (Python). 

 

This procedure was implemented in Python code and has been chosen as the one to use in the thesis. 
The results are approximating very well the centreline of a given polygon and can easily be extended 
to include bifurcations and holes in the polygon. It is notable to say, that the output is fully automated 
just by  de fining a  po lygon a nd the s tarting a nd ending poi nts. A  regular s pacing of  t he c entreline 
points can be chosen in the end, by defining the distance in between two consecutive points. 
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Appendix B: Data Aggregation 
In t his Appendix, three op tions a re presented co ncerning p oint d ata aggregation o n a sp ecified 
curvilinear grid. The implementation is solely based on Python programming language. 

The process of discretizing a denser point dataset covering an area to a grid cell area is a well-known 
procedure i n G IS. It i s e ssentially a  r asterization procedure t hrough w hich t he given dataset i s 
averaged o n grid cel ls. This can  b e a chieved ei ther by si mply snapping t o t he c losest po int v alue 
(§B.1), averaging all point values that fall within a raster cell (§B.2) or by performing an interpolation 
technique to the points defining the grid cells (§B.3).  

 

 

Figure B.1. Aggregation of data on the grid: (a) Snapping, (b) Averaging by cell centres, (c) Interpolating by radius 
distance. 

 

B.1 Snapping 

In the current context, each intersection node of the grid requires a value. If snapping is the chosen 
process [Figure B.1 a], the depth value of the closest point to a node is appointed as the depth for that 
grid point. This method is fit for use when the grid is covered in whole by the data extent and has 
relatively larger resolution than the sampled data spacing. 

B.2 Averaging 

If th e g rid i s g reatly la rger t han the d ata sp acing, an  av eraging m ethod can  be ad equate. This is 
performed by calculating the mean value of the points’ depths within a raster cell. In the case of grid 
intersection nodes, this area can be defined by the centers of the surrounding grid cells [Figure B.1 b]. 
This averaging can be quite a big generalizing factor in cases where the grid is fine and data have not 
been cleaned out of outliers. 

B.3 Interpolating 

Finally, a n i nterpolation s cheme c an be a pplied. Assuming a n IDW i nterpolation, a  c ircular 
neighbourhood area can be measured using as center the grid’s intersection nodes [Figure B.1 c]. All 
points that fall within the area are weighted by d istance and the respective node point receives t he 
interpolated value. The output of this aggregation can be similar to the averaging or snapping stated 
above, depending on the radius and weighting applied. 
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B.4 Further Considerations 

In the latter two cases (§B.2, B.3) a k-closest version can be performed, where instead of using all the 
points w ithin t he ch osen a rea, a t most ( or a t l east) k  p oint values are used. This can moderate the 
averaging t hat c ould happen if t he ne ighbourhood i s l arge, bu t a lso to m ake s ure e ach grid’s 
intersection node point receives a value. 

Furthermore, in order to have an efficient data search amongst a huge number of data points, a spatial 
tree d ata st ructure can  b e used. B y doi ng s o, t he s ampled poi nts a re o rganized by  t heir m inimum 
bounding rectangles in space. Nearby object points to the current grid’s intersection node point can be 
queried much faster and the overall aggregation process is much less time consuming. In this project, 
a KD-tree data structure is used for simplicity, since the only operation required is nearest neighbours 
search. 

In all of the above cases, a geostatistical analysis of the standard deviations of the initial data can be 
performed as a  f irst s tep in order to apply a  quadrant-oriented data selection or surface analysis t o 
define the neighbourhood areas. However, this is a complex process, which would require a  higher 
computational time than necessary, especially for aggregating a multibeam dataset onto the grids. This 
step is anyways trivial to the method proposed, supposing that in a real-case scenario the data points 
are scarce and only few, where simple snapping on a fine grid would be sufficient. 
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Appendix C: Test Results 
In this Appendix, additional results are displayed from testing the proposed method. Additionally, in 
the f ollowing t ables the o verall ou tputted R MSE v alues a re documented. All Fusion m ethods u se 
EIDW and the Physics-based model results. 

C.1 RMSE 
Table C.1. RMSE values for Kootenai #1. Cross-sections graph: Figure 5.13. Tracklines graph: Figure 5.16. 

 

Table C.2. RMSE values for Kootenai #2. Cross-sections graph: Figure 5.14. Tracklines graph: Figure 5.17. 
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Table C.3. RMSE values for IJssel #1. Cross-sections graph: Figure 5.22. Tracklines graph: Figure 5.24. 

 

Table C.4. RMSE values for IJssel #2. Cross-sections graph: Figure 5.23. Tracklines graph: Figure 5.25. 

 

Table C.5. RMSE values for Danube #2. Cross-sections graph: Figure 5.33. 
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C.2 Additional Results 

 

Figure C.1. Kootenai #1 results with Test data of 5 cross-sections. 
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Figure C.2. Iterative thinning of trackline Test data for Kootenai #1 and results of Fusion method. 
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Figure C.3. Kootenai #2 results with trackline Test data (0.18% grid coverage). 
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Figure C.4. Iterative thinning of cross-sectional Test data for Kootenai #2 and results of Fusion method. 
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Figure C.5. IJssel #1 results with trackline Test data (0.24% grid coverage). 
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Figure C.6. Iterative thinning of cross-sectional Test data for IJssel #1 and results of Fusion method. 
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Figure C.7. IJssel #2 results with Test data of 5 cross-sections. 
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Figure C.8. Iterative thinning of trackline Test data for IJssel #2 and results of Fusion method. 

 

In the latter case of the IJssel river #2 further examples are unnecessary to show, since there are no 
striking di fferences. F or t he D anube river all cases of in terest are already covered i n t he thesis 
document (Chapter 5). 
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